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SUMMARY 

Studies in this dissertation have provided new insights of the pathology of Krabbe 

disease (KD). KD is an autosomal recessive demyelination disorder caused by genetic 

defect on the lysosomal enzyme β-Galactosylceramidase (GALC). The accumulation of 

galactosylsphingosine (psychosine) was hypothesized to kill oligodendrocytes (OLs) and 

lead to myelin loss. The work presented here will provide new evidence that psychosine 

may contribute to the demyelination through blockage in the myelinogenesis instead of 

causing the direct killing of OLs. 

 

In 1973, Kunhiko Suzuki proposed that high levels of psychosine kill myelin-

forming cells. He also proposed that psychosine was just a non-functional byproduct 

during galactosylceramide (GalCer) synthesis since it presented at merely traceable 

amounts at normal conditions. The ‘psychosine hypothesis’ has stood out for almost 40 

years; however, all clinical therapies designed on this basis have provided very limited 

protection against the disease. Progresses in this lipid metabolic disease have revealed 

new mechanisms to better understand KD. In 2009, our laboratory demonstrated that 

psychosine was enriched in membrane lipid rafts, where it may affect raft-associated 

signaling via modification of the raft architecture. While there are several well-known 

raft-associated signaling pathways are critical for oligodendrogenesis, we proposed that 

the genetic defect on psychosine metabolism would affect oligodendrogenesis during 

embryonic CNS development and disrupt the homeostasis of oligodendrocyte 

proliferation and survival. An extrapolation of this hypothesis also applies to our model 
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to explain demyelination. We have examined whether SHH pathway, which is 

fundamental for the correct formation of OLs, was altered during embryonic formation of 

OLs in the Twitcher (TWI) mouse, an animal model for KD. We have also measured for 

the changes OL cell death and abundance in postnatal life of the TWI mouse, attempting 

to correlate our findings with demyelination and psychosine accumulation.  

 

Our studies show a transient increase in OL progenitors during embryonic life of 

the TWI mouse, without major changes in SHH abundance or that of its receptors, PTC 

and SMO. However, evidence that a higher SHH-dependent activity behind this cellular 

response was evident. Cell death analysis in combination with cell lineage analysis 

showed that unexpectedly, the period of demyelination in this mutant was characterized 

by lower levels of OL cell death but higher levels of microglia/macrophages cell death. 

These results suggest that OL cell death and myelin loss are two separate events in the 

disease. While studies in our Bongarzone group has shown that psychosine affect cellular 

transport such as endocytosis, exocytosis and axonal transport, it is very likely that 

myelinogenesis is compromised via disruption in myelin lipid trafficking of OLs and 

mature OLs may undergo a dying-back program similar to that seen in neurons. 

Altogether, the findings in this dissertation will contribute to the field of KD by providing 

quantitative parameters of oligodendrogenesis in the context of psychosine accumulation. 

These in turn may contribute to devise more effective therapeutic approaches for the 

treatment of this disease. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Krabbe Disease  

1.1.1. Clinical Definition 

Krabbe disease (KD), also known as Globoid cell leukodystrophy is an 

autosomal-recessive inherited demyelinating disease that affects both peripheral and 

central nervous systems (Lloyd 1996). The disease is named after Danish neurologist 

Knud H. Krabbe as he described the first five infantile cases in 1916 (Krabbe 1916). 

Histologically, KD has been described by its diffuse myelin loss, severe gliosis and the 

presence of multinucleated globoid cells (Andrews et al. 1971; D'Agostino et al. 1963; 

Yunis and Lee 1969). Mutations in β-galactosylceramidase (GALC) lead to the 

deficiency of this enzymatic activity in the disease (Suzuki and Suzuki 1970). GALC is a 

lysosomal enzyme that hydrolyzes galactosyl-sphingolipids (Suzuki and Suzuki 1971). 

Consequently, psychosine (galactosylsphingosine), one of GALC substrates, 

progressively accumulates in the affected brain (Igisu and Suzuki 1984a; Igisu and 

Suzuki 1984b). 

KD is an orphan disease with an incidence of ~1:100,000 (Aicardi 1993; Duffner 

et al. 2009). Based on the onset of disease symptoms, KD is classified in 4 clinical 

sybtypes: early infantile (3-6 months) accounting for ~85-90% of affected patients, late 

infantile (6 months-3 years), juvenile (3-10 years) and adult (>10 years) (Wenger DA 

2001). After first few months of apparently normal life, affected infants suffer of 

hyperirritability, hyperesthesia, stiffness of the limbs, and along with episodic attacks of 
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fever. Soon the symptoms develop into muscular hypertonia, optic atrophy, seizures and 

severe motor retardation (Dunn et al. 1969; Hagberg et al. 1969; Korn-Lubetzki et al. 

2003). Death occurs within the first 3 years of age. Postmortem studies revealed 

infiltration of macrophages, astrogliosis and microgliosis, myelin loss, axonal and 

neuronal degeneration. Juvenile and adult variants show a milder disease progression: 

usually start with disturbance in walking due to poor coordination and balance; then 

progressively develop asymmetric limb weakness, tremors; visual failure and slow 

intellectual decline (Crome et al. 1973; Duffner et al. 2012; Lyon et al. 1991). 

Abnormalities in nerve conduction velocities are consistent with the demyelinating 

neuropathy, which occurs early and affect both sensory and motor nerve uniformly in KD 

(Marks et al. 1997; Siddiqi et al. 2006).  

So far, nearly 100 mutations including single nucleotide polymorphisms in the 

GALC gene have been identified (Tappino et al. 2010). Certain mutations, such as the 

most common 30 kd large deletion, have been found to account for the classic infantile 

form (Kleijer et al. 1997; Wenger et al. 1997). However, there is no clear connection 

between most genetic mutations and specific clinical symptoms.  

 

1.1.2. Molecular Bases of GALC Deficiency 

KD is caused by loss-of-function mutations in the GALC gene (Chen et al. 1993; 

Suzuki 1985). In humans, GALC gene is located on chromosome 14q31 (Cannizzaro et 

al. 1994; Chen et al. 1993). This 60 kb gene comprises 17 exons, encoding a 3.8 kb 

mRNA (Luzi et al. 1995; Sakai et al. 1994).  Two in-frame translational GALC isoforms 

are produced, giving rise to ~80 kd precursor proteins with a 42-amino acid (a.a.) or 26-
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a.a. leader sequence respectively. Both precursors are proteolytically processed into ~50 

kd and ~30 kd subunits, yielding the final 669-amino acid mature enzyme (Nagano et al. 

1998). After synthesis and glycosylation in ER-Golgi complex, GACL is targeted into the 

lysosome mainly through the mannose-6-phosphate (M6P) sorting pathway. At the 

lysosome, GALC exerts its catabolic function of degrading galactosylsphingolipid, such 

as galactosylceramide (GalCer), galactosylsphingosine (psychosine), 

monogalactosylceramide and lactosylceramide. 

Disease-associated mutations spread over the entire GALC gene without any 

preferential clustering (Tappino et al. 2010), and affect gene splicing, mRNA stability, 

protein folding and targeting of GALC (De Gasperi et al. 1996; Fu et al. 1999; Lee et al. 

2010; Rafi et al. 1996). Interestingly, analysis on the relative frequency of GALC 

mutations reveals different mutation profiles for specific populations. For example, the 

large 30 kb deletion (c.1161+6532_polyA+9kbdel) is the most common mutation in the 

Italian population associated with classic infantile KD (Wenger et al. 1997). Instead in 

Japan, the majority of infantile patients carry either c.683_694del12insCTC or 

c.2002A>C mutations (Xu et al. 2006). In the Druze and Moslem Arab populations of 

Israel, two separate inbred communities with extremely high incidence of KD (1:100 to 

150 live birth), c.1796>G and c.1630G>A are most frequent (Rafi et al. 1996). The 

mutations described here use the HGVS (Human Genome Variance Society) 

nomenclature (Tappino et al. 2010). Previously, the 30 kd subunit of GALC enzyme was 

thought to be responsible for its catalytic activity (Rafi et al. 1995). However, the crystal 

structure of mouse GALC (83% identity with human GALC) shows all three protein 

domains (beta-sandwich, a.a. 25-41 and a.a. 338-452; TIM barrel, a.a. 42-337; and lectin 
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domain, a.a. 472-668) are contributing to the substrate binding (Deane et al. 2011). 

GALC needs the activity of saposins, which appear to associate to the surface of the 

enzyme close to the substrate-binding pocket (Harzer et al. 1997; Morimoto et al. 1989; 

Zschoche et al. 1994). Residue R380, which binds directly to galactose, is contributed by 

the loop region of a β-sandwich domain and mutations at this site lead to severe infantile 

KD (Selleri et al. 2000; Wenger et al. 1997). Seventy percent of missense mutations 

affected residues are buried within the structure of GALC, which are associated with 

misfolding or instability of the protein but without blocking the residential enzymatic 

activity, making the design of pharmacological chaperones a feasible therapeutic 

application to help stabilize the enzyme structure and correct the folding and trafficking 

defect associated with certain KD cases (Harzer et al. 2002; Kornfeld 1986).  

 

1.1.3. Psychosine Toxicity Hypothesis 

Since the identification of genetic cause to be GALC in 1970 (Suzuki and Suzuki 

1970; Suzuki et al. 1970), KD is defined as one of the classic genetic leukodystrophies. 

GALC is a hydrolytic enzyme with optimal catalytic preference in the lysosome. In vivo, 

the major natural substrate of GALC is galactosylceramide (GalCer), which is the most 

abundant sphingolipid in myelin membrane, accounting for 2% dry weight in gray matter 

and 12% in white matter (Merrill 2008). However, unlike other lysosomal enzyme-

deficiencies, GalCer does not accumulate significantly in KD (Eto and Suzuki 1970).  

Instead, psychosine, which presents only at trace levels in normal tissue, increases to very 

high levels (Taketomi and Nishimura 1964). To explain the paradoxical phenomenon, 

Miyatake and Suzuki initially proposed a hypothesis for the pathogenesis of KD, known 
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as the psychosine hypothesis (Miyatake and Suzuki 1972). In this hypothesis, they 

considered that: psychosine is an accident of nature without any definitive functions in 

vivo, coincidentally synthesized in myelinating cells during the active myelination period 

due to the large amount of sphingosine and GalCer synthesis. In normal circumstances, 

psychosine is rapidly degraded by GALC; however, in KD, psychosine cannot be 

degraded and consequently its abnormal accumulation kills myelin-forming cells, leading 

to demyelination and the consequent reduced accumulation of GalCer in KD.  Psychosine 

accumulation has been confirmed in affected humans, dogs, monkeys and mice (Baskin 

et al. 1998; Igisu and Suzuki 1984b; Svennerholm et al. 1980).  

A large number of in-vitro studies favor a psychosine-induced cell death to 

explain demyelination in KD (Giri et al. 2006; Haq et al. 2003; Taniike et al. 1999). Of 

relevance, most in vitro experiments, where exogenous administration of psychosine was 

applied, used concentrations above 10 µM, which are extremely high enough and cause 

almost immediate cell death in most cell cultures (Formichi et al. 2007; Smith et al. 

2011). Even though some studies showed that oligodendrocytes (OLs) might be more 

sensitive to psychosine treatment than astrocytes and neurons (Sugama et al. 1990), it is 

still inconclusive if those in vitro psychosine conditions are comparable to psychosine 

levels observed in vivo.  

While psychosine hypothesis appears to suffice to explain demyelination in KD, 

there are still some paradoxes. According to the hypothesis, psychosine is mainly 

synthesized in myelin-forming cells during myelination. While both GalCer and 

psychosine are synthesized by UDP-galactose ceramide galactosyltransferase (CGT) and 
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degraded by GALC (Suzuki 2003), only psychosine but not GalCer is continuously 

accumulated during the disease. 

The lack of GalCer accumulation in CNS can be easily explained by the death of 

OLs during demyelination. However, an evident caveat of this hypothesis is that if 

psychosine is synthesized as a byproduct of GalCer by myelinating glia and at the same 

time it kills these cells, its accumulation should at least arrest and reach a platform at late 

stages, because the cell sources for its synthesis would be eventually depleted. However, 

this is not the case. This begs the question: where is psychosine coming from? Either 

there are alternative synthetic cell sources and/or there is not so much cell death of 

myelinating glia. Recent studies in our lab have found that psychosine is also produced in 

some mutant neurons (Castelvetri et al. 2011). This finding is suggesting that psychosine 

can be synthesized in nervous system independent from myelination. A systematic 

analysis of OL cell death in the context of psychosine accumulation has not been done so 

far. Thus, we have no available quantitative data to answer the question about levels of 

cell death.  

While psychosine has been posted as an error of nature, studies by White and 

Bongarzone have demonstrated that psychosine indeed may be a plasma membrane 

relevant molecule. Psychosine was found enriched in raft-like membrane microdomains, 

where it affects raft-associated signaling pathways by modifying the raft architecture 

(White et al. 2009). Maybe, psychosine has a function after all and that is to work as a 

modulator of raft biology. Several well-known raft-associated signaling pathways are 

critical for oligodendrogenesis (such as those mediated by SHH and PDGF-AA), and 

myelin is also known to have lipid rafts. How OLs respond to different levels of 
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psychosine has not really been studied. Furthermore, whether demyelination is caused by 

the selective accumulation of psychosine in myelin is also unclear. This dissertation will 

attempt to find answers to some of these questions. 

  

1.1.4. Twitcher Mouse Model 

The twitcher mouse (TWI) is a natural occurred mutant discovered at the Jackson 

Memorial Laboratory in 1976. TWI mice were identified as an enzymatically authentic 

model of KD due to the defective GALC activity (Kobayashi et al. 1980). TWI carries a 

premature stop codon mutation (W339X) in the GALC gene leading to mRNA decay 

(Lee et al. 2006; Sakai et al. 1996). The mutant mice are born asymptomatic for the first 3 

weeks, but develop demyelination symptoms around postnatal day 20-22 (P20-22), and 

die between P40-P45 (Duchen et al. 1980). Its clinical and histopathological hallmarks 

share great similarity with human KD: rapid degeneration of myelin, infiltration and 

formation of multinucleated macrophage (globoid cells), and extensive astrogliosis and 

microgliosis. As disease progresses, demyelination is accompanied with progressive 

psychosine accumulation (Igisu and Suzuki 1984b; Shinoda et al. 1987; Suzuki and 

Taniike 1995). However, unlike human KD affecting primarily CNS, demyelination in 

TWI is more pronounced in PNS (Jacobs et al. 1982; Nagara et al. 1982).   

Characterization of defects in OLs in TWI mice focused only in the very late 

stages of the disease (Takahashi et al. 1983; Takahashi and Suzuki 1984; Taniike et al. 

1999; Taniike and Suzuki 1994). There are not studies that attempted to correlate OLs 

reduction with the accumulation of psychosine in a temporal manner. Furthermore, how 

is the proliferation of OL progenitors (OPCs), their migration, differentiation, and 
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maturation into myelinating OLs affected in the disease? Those very relevant questions 

have remained unanswered. To start addressing these questions, we took advantage of a 

transgenic line generated by Dr Wrabetz (Wrabetz et al. 1998). The MBP-LacZ transgene 

uses a minimal 750 bp promoter region of the human myelin basic protein (MBP) gene to 

drive the expression of the reporter gene LacZ specifically in myelinating OLs in the 

developmental CNS (Wrabetz et al. 1998). Dr. Wrabetz, Bongarzone and Givogri crossed 

this transgenic line with the TWI line and generated a new transgenic MBP-LacZ/TWI 

mouse, which has been used for the development of this thesis. This new line has proven 

to be a very sensitive model to study the changes in oligodendrogenesis. It will be 

discussed in details in following chapters. 

 

1.2 Apoptotic Machinery  

1.2.1. General Definition 

 “Programmed Cell Death” was first proposed by Lockshin and Williams in 1964 

to describe the ability of cells to commit suicide via tightly regulated intrinsic machinery 

(Lockshin and Williams 1964). Unique morphological changes are described for 

apoptotic cells, including cell size shrinkage, condensation of cytoplasm and nucleus, cell 

membrane blebbing, and cell body breakdown (Kanduc et al. 2002; Majno and Joris 

1995).  

Apoptosis plays a very important role in both physiological and pathological 

processes to eliminate unwanted cells or dangerous cells (Hurle et al. 1996; Munoz-

Pinedo 2012; Saunders 1966). Caspases-mediated apoptosis is critical for the nervous 
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system maturation in both health and disease (Hyman and Yuan 2012). Genetic knockout 

of caspases 3/9 leads to severe brain malformation (Leonard et al. 2002; Oppenheim et al. 

2001; Zaidi et al. 2001). However, hyperactive apoptosis would lead to degenerative 

diseases, such as loss of neuronal cells in Alzheimer’s disease (Muller et al. 2008; 

Shimohama 2000). 

 

1.2.2. Apoptosis in KD  

Several studies showed that apoptosis plays an important role in the pathogenesis 

of psychosine-induced cytotoxicity. For example, apoptotic nuclei were detected in 

postmortem KD brains (Jatana et al. 2002). Apoptotic profiles were also detected in some 

OLs in TWI mice (Taniike et al. 1999). In vitro experiments on OL cell lines or primary 

cultures showed that psychosine is sufficient to elicit caspases activation in OLs (Zaka 

and Wenger 2004). Further studies demonstrated that psychosine would induce AP1 via 

the c-jun/c-jun N-terminal kinase pathway and down regulate NF-kB mediated anti-

apoptotic signals (Haq et al. 2003), activate secretory phospholipase A2 (Giri et al. 2006), 

down regulate peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-alpha (PPAR-alpha) (Haq et al. 

2006), all of which would contribute to cell death in OLs. Caspase-mediated apoptosis is 

also involved in the preferential killing of periphery immune cells of KD patients 

(Formichi et al. 2007). Recent studies in the Bongarzone lab showed the involvement of 

active caspase 3 in axonal damage in TWI mouse, consistent with a model of dying back 

neuropathy (Castelvetri et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011).  

While the death of OLs has been proposed as the major cause for demyelination 

in KD (Miyatake and Suzuki 1972), a quantitative analysis of this process in the context 
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of demyelination and psychosine accumulation is not available. In this dissertation, we 

have addressed this aspect and characterized apoptosis in OLs, astrocytes and microglia 

in the postnatal spinal cord of the TWI mouse. 

 

1.3 Oligodendrogenesis  

1.3.1. General Information 

In vertebrates, oligodendrogenesis is programmed and mostly executed during 

embryonic development. After formation of the notochord, dorso-ventral patterning 

signals (e.g. BMP, SHH, and Wnt) are secreted by organizer structures and work 

synchronously to direct a sequential spatiotemporal neurogliogenesis (Levine and 

Brivanlou 2007; Liem et al. 2000). Neurons are generated first from neuroepithelial cells 

in the neuroectoderm, a process that is completed by the first half of gestation. A switch 

to astrocyte and OL genesis is then established. In the mouse spinal cord, 

oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) are initially generated from specialized ventral 

ventricular regions known as pMN (motor neuron-OLs progenitor zone) at around E9 

(Bongarzone 2002; Ligon et al. 2006). Those OPCs migrate laterally and dorsally into the 

mantle area of the spinal cord, contributing vastly to the population of OLs in the mature 

spinal cord (Ligon et al. 2006).  Later around E15, a second dorsal wave of OPC is 

established from radial glia cells to supplement the dorsal OLs pool (Cai et al. 2005; 

Vallstedt et al. 2005). The maturation of OPCs to form myelin sheath mainly takes place 

during early postnatal days, and last till early adulthood to complete (Gao et al. 2009; 

Jakovcevski et al. 2009).  
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Oligodendrogenesis involves morphological, signaling, physiological and survival 

changes of OPCs as they undergo a well-defined default differentiation program 

(Jackman et al. 2009). The undifferentiated OPCs start with a simple bipolar morphology. 

In the absence or with very low amounts of mitogens such as PDGF-AA, OPCs will exit 

the cell cycle, grow more cellular processes to form the stereotypical spider shape (Hall 

et al. 1996). Eventually, these cells contact nude axons and will start the process of 

myelination (Baumann and Pham-Dinh 2001). In parallel, synthesis of specific myelin 

components including myelin lipids, proteins, receptors and transcription factors is 

developmentally coordinated (Jackman et al. 2009; Li et al. 2009; Tekki-Kessaris et al. 

2001). 

 

1.3.2. Control Cell Proliferation vs. Cell Death in Oligodendrogenesis 

A tight regulation of cell division and cell death ensures enough numbers of 

neural cells are generated to meet the need of growing nervous system. This balance 

between proliferation and apoptosis has been documented for the oligodendroglia lineage 

in the developing rodent optical nerve (Raff et al. 1998). During early postnatal days, 

proliferation and differentiation of OPCs are two parallel events happening in CNS 

(Miller et al. 1985). Since myelinating OLs are post-mitotic cells, the final number of 

surviving OLs depends on the number of dividing OPCs and the number of apoptotic 

OPCs and OLs as well as the number of axons to be myelinated. Proliferation of OPCs is 

mainly regulated by mitogenic signals, especially PDGF-AA (Gard and Pfeiffer 1990).  

However, OPCs themselves have an intrinsic timer that controls when they turn into 

quiescent adult OPCs (Kondo 2001; Raff et al. 2001). Studies by Barres et al found that 
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~50% OLs generated in developing optic nerve would undergo apoptosis, which suggests 

that OPCs are generated in great excess (Barres et al. 1992). While multiple cytokines 

such as PDGF, insulin-like growth factor-1, ciliary neurotrophic factor, and neurotrophin-

3 are required for long-term survival of OLs in vitro (Vos et al. 1996), in vivo the number 

of OLs greatly depends on the interaction with axons (Barres et al. 1993; Greenwood and 

Butt 2003). Furthermore, even after genetic manipulation to over-express PDGF and to 

induce excessive OPCs, the final number of myelinating OLs remains unaltered because 

there is compensatory apoptotic cell death of immature OLs (Calver et al. 1998b). Those 

studies underline the importance for a proper balance between cell proliferation and cell 

death during development of the nervous system. 

 

1.3.3. SHH Pathway in Oligodendrogenesis 

Multiple signaling pathways control the induction, proliferation and survival of 

OPCs, including a wide range of growth factors (e.g., PDGF-AA, FGF2, neuregulin-1), 

chemokines (e.g., CXCL1), as well as inhibitory signals such as BMP2/4 (Aberg 2010; 

Miller 2002; Qi et al. 2002). Among those, two signaling pathways are most critical for 

the oligodendrocyte lineage: that mediated by sonic hedgehog (SHH) and platelet-derived 

growth factor-AA (PDGF-AA). Whereas SHH is necessary and sufficient for the 

commitment of undifferentiated precursors into OPCs (Hu et al. 2009; Nery et al. 2001; 

Orentas et al. 1999), PDGF-AA is essential for OPC proliferation, migration and cell 

survival (Baron et al. 2002; Calver et al. 1998a; Noble et al. 1988). 

During the embryonic neural development, SHH is synthesized and secreted by 

notochord and the floor plate of neural tube, creating a gradient of concentration along 
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the dorso-ventral neuroaxis (Briscoe and Novitch 2008). SHH gene encodes a 45 kd 

preprotein, which is processed to produce a 20 kd N-terminal signaling domain (SHH-N) 

(Lee et al. 1994). SHH-N is post-transcriptionally modified by the addition of a 

cholesterol molecule to its C-terminus and a palmitate to its N-terminal cysteine (Farzan 

et al. 2008). Palmitoylation appears to regulate the tethering of protein to membrane, 

which is required for efficient signaling (30- folds increase compared with non-

palmitated form). SHH binds to its heterodimer receptor patched/smoothened 

(PTC/SMO) in the plasma membrane (Singh S 2006). Interaction of SHH-N with PTC 

leads to translocation of SMO, a G-protein coupled receptor. Activated SMO triggers 

downstream signal cascades for the induction of different cell identities, mediated by the 

Gli family of Zinc-finger containing transcription factor (Huangfu and Anderson 2006). 

Three Gli proteins have been identified in vertebrates, with transcriptional activator 

and/or repressor properties. Two classes of transcript factors are regulated through them: 

SHH-repressed (e.g., Pax6/7, Dbx2, Irx3), and SHH-induced, including Nkx2.2/6.1, 

Olig1/2. Expression of Nkx2.2/6.1 and Olig1/2 plays a key role in OPC commitment and 

precedes the expression of other OPC markers such as PDGF receptor -alpha (PDGFR-α) 

and myelin genes (Guillemot 2007). SHH is found to be associated with caveolin-1 in 

Golgi apparatus and transported to lipid raft microdomain (Mao et al. 2009). Its receptor 

PTC directly interacts with caveolin-1 in raft. Depletion of membrane cholesterol disrupts 

the distribution of PTC/SMO complex in the membrane altering their ligand-receptor 

binding properties (Karpen et al. 2001).  

As an inherited infantile demyelination disease, developmental 

oligodendrogenesis apparently is the major target for the pathogenesis in KD. Given the 
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fact that psychosine is a lipid raft-enriched sphingolipid and its accumulation in rafts 

modifies raft architecture and associated signaling (White et al. 2009), it is of importance 

to test whether this modification is also contributing to the pathology of 

oligodendrogenesis in the disease. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

SPECIFIC AIMS 

 

RATIONALE: Krabbe disease (KD) is characterized by the progressive accumulation of 

psychosine and demyelination, due to the deficiency in GALC.  Most studies focused on 

the severe demyelination stages in the TWI mouse, a naturally occurred loss-of-function 

model for KD. While the psychosine toxicity hypothesis has been widely accepted, the 

underlying mechanisms for myelin loss in vivo have remained elusive. Emerging new 

studies are revealing other pathologic roles of psychosine as a lipid raft-associated 

sphingolipid, indicating possible raft-associated signaling changes. My dissertation has 

focused on determining the temporal and anatomic pattern of myelinating OLs in the 

TWI spinal cord and its correlation cell death and with psychosine accumulation. My 

work has also attempted to challenge the idea that psychosine alters oligodendrogenesis 

in the embryo by altering raft-associated SHH pathways.  

 

HYPOTHESIS: 

In this study we hypothesized that psychosine is a lipid raft-associated sphingolipid with 

dose-dependent effects on oligodendrogenesis in developing CNS: at low concentrations, 

psychosine provides a permissive platform for raft-associated SHH signaling facilitating 

the formation of OPCs. At high concentrations, psychosine disturbs membrane 

homeostasis of OLs, triggers demyelination first and eventually, kills OLs. 
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The hypothesis was tested by the following aims:  

Aim 1- To measure for psychosine effects on proliferation, maturation and death of 

postnatal TWI OLs.  

Aim 2- To measure for changes in oligodendrogenesis in the embryonic TWI mouse. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

To challenge our hypothesis and test our specific aims, the following experiments were 

proposed: 

To characterize the spatiotemporal accumulation pattern of psychosine in the TWI 

spinal cords. This study allows us to co-relate the psychosine accumulation with the 

disease progression course and the anatomic pathologic phenotypes. Psychosine is 

extracted using a standardized chloroform/methanol-based protocol and quantified by 

liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The TWI spinal cords 

are dissected into dorsal and ventral halves at three anatomic levels: cervical, thoracic, 

lumbar. Increase of psychosine during the lifespan of the TWI mouse is compared to 

aged match wild type (WT) controls at postnatal days 7, 15, 30 and 40.  

To characterize the reporter gene expression pattern in the new transgenic MBP-

LacZ/TWI mouse model. The transgenic MBP-LacZ/TWI provides an approach to 

follow the pathological changes on OLs during disease. The activation of LacZ reporter 

gene is examined in MBP-LacZ/TWI primary glia cultures to identify its expression 

period. β-galactosidase activity assay and quantitative PCR of MBP transcripts are 

performed with MBP-LacZ/TWI tissues to further verify whether the transgenic system 

properly follows the demyelination changes from P7 to P40.   

To characterize the spatiotemporal distribution of myelinating OLs in MBP-LacZ/TWI 

spinal cords. This experiment systematically analyzes how the myelin-forming OLs are 

affected during the disease course. OLs are revealed by X-gal histochemical reaction for 
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β-galactosidase expressed in the transgenic mice. OL population in white matter of 

mutant spinal cords is estimated under stereological microscopy and compared with age-

matched WT at P7, P15 and P30. LacZ+ OLs are examined in both dorsal and ventral 

white matters (DWM and VWM) of all three levels of spinal cord as described in Goal 1.  

To examine the pathogenic effects on the generation or the maturation of OLs in TWI 

spinal cord. Defect in myelination can be caused either by compromised generation of 

OLs or by blockage in OL maturation. To address those two aspects, oligodendroglia 

cells labeled with Olig2 (a transcriptional factor expressed in all OLs) and mature OLs 

labeled with ASPA (an enzyme expressed in mature OLs) are quantified using 

stereological microscopy in P7 TWI spinal cords. Protein levels of PDGFR-α (marker for 

OPC), Olig2 and PLP (myelin protein) are analyzed by western blotting. 

To examine the proliferative capability of TWI OPCs during demyelination. Defect in 

the OPCs may act as a compound pathological factor for demyelination. To examine this 

is possibility in KD, BrdU incorporation assay is performed in P29 TWI and WT. BrdU 

labeled spinal cords are dissected out at P30. Proliferative OPCs are identified by 

BrdU+Olig2+ double labeling and quantified by stereology as described above.  

To determine the role of apoptosis in the demyelination pathology of KD. This study is 

to systematically assess the appearance and distribution of apoptotic cells in TWI and to 

determine the relation between OLs cell death and demyelination. Apoptotic cells are 

identified by TUNEL assay within the 10 µm spinal cord cross sections of TWI and WT 

from P7 to P30. Cell identities are determined with cell lineage markers: Olig2/b-gal/PLP 

(oligodendrocytes), NeuN (neurons), GFAP (astrocytes), and Isolectin-IB4 

(microglia/macrophages). The apoptotic cell populations are analyzed under fluorescence 
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microscopy and quantified with ImageJ software. Active caspase 9 level is examined by 

western blotting as for overall apoptosis in TWI spinal cord. 

To determine effects of psychosine on proliferation and survival of oligodendroglial 

cells in vivo. In vitro psychosine treatment is performed on CG4 (a rodent OPC cell line) 

and primary OL cultures. Proliferation of CG4 affected by psychosine is estimated by 

live cell counting with trypan blue staining. Mature OLs obtained by shaking-off from 

primary glia cultures are treated with psychosine and their survival is examined by MTT 

staining. 

To determine if psychosine is preferentially accumulated in myelin. Psychosine is a 

lipid raft-enriched sphingosine. Since myelin is a type of raft-like membrane, psychosine 

is very likely to be selectively accumulated in myelin. This possibility may partially 

explain why myelin-forming cells become specific target in KD. To test this hypothesis, 

myelin membrane is isolated from whole brains of TWI and WT of P7, p15, P30 and 

P40. Psychosine is extracted and quantified by mass spectrometry as described in Goal 1.   

To determine if psychosine is accumulated in TWI embryos. As a genetic disease, the 

mutation in the GALC gene is very likely to cause lipid metabolic abnormality even at 

embryonic stage. This experiment aims to examine this possibility, which may contribute 

to the pathology of KD. TWI and WT embryonic spinal cords are collected at E10.5, 

E12.5 and E15.5. Psychosine is extracted and quantified as described in Goal 1.  

To characterize the spatiotemporal distribution of OPCs in embryonic TWI spinal 

cords. OPCs generated in E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5 spinal cords are identified by 

immunohistochemical staining for Olig2. Unbiased stereology is performed on the both 
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cervical and lumbar regions of TWI and WT to determine the abundance and distribution 

of OPCs. 

To characterize how SHH signaling pathway is affected in embryonic TWI spinal 

cords. This experiment is to determine changes in raft-associated signaling pathways in 

mutant embryos. SHH signaling is first tested, which is critical for the generation of 

OPCs from embryonic neuroepithelium cells. The protein levels of SHH ligand, receptors 

(PTC/SMO), and downstream effectors (Gli1, Nkx2.2, PDGFR-α), are examined by 

western blotting and analyzed by ImageJ software. Both TWI and WT spinal cord 

samples are run by triplicates from E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5. 

To determine if psychosine directly affects SHH pathway in vitro. This in vitro 

experiment is to testify the possibility the psychosine is responsible for the observations 

found in vivo. NSC cultures are obtained from E12.5 TWI and WT spinal cord and 

stimulated with SHH-N ligand with or without low-dose of psychosine for 72 hours. SHH 

signaling pathway is then examined by western blotting as described in experiment 11. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.1. Animals.  

Twitcher colony: breeder Twitcher heterozygous mice (C57BL/6J, twi/+; Jackson 

Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) were maintained under standard housing conditions with 

approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Illinois Chicago. 

The mutant TWI mice were allowed to survive as long as humanely possible. When a 

mouse reached a moribund condition, it was killed.  

MBP-LacZ/TWI double mutant colony: This thesis used MBP-LacZ/TWI mice, 

generated previously by Dr. Wrabetz and Bongarzone. Heterozygous Twitcher females 

were crossed with 18.2MBP-LacZ transgenic males (B6SJLF1, Wrabetz et al. 1998). The 

double heterozygotes (carrying the Twitcher mutation and the MBP-LacZ reporter gene) 

were selected and performed 10 backcrosses with C57BL/6J as for breeding parents.  

For genotyping, DNA was extracted from clipped tails of newborn mice at postnatal day 

1 (P1) to P3. TWI mutation was detected with primer pairs TWF 5’-

CACTTAATTTTCTCCAGTCAT and TWR 5’-TAGATGGCCCACTGTCTTCAGGTG 

and followed by an EcoRV DNA digestion to discriminate mutant from WT gene as 

described previously (Dolcetta et al. 2006; Sakai et al. 1996). Transgenic MBP-LacZ was 

detected with primer pairs MBLZF 5’-CCGCCTCTTTTCCCGAGATG and MBLZR 5’-

GGCGGATTGACCGTAATGGG. 
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4.2. Cell Cultures. 

 Primary Glia Cultures: MBP-LacZ positive newborn mice from 18.2MBP-LacZ 

transgenic colony were selected for mixed glia cell primary cultures, following the 

standard culture protocol as described previously (Bongarzone et al. 1996). Newborn (0-

3-day-old) mouse brain cortices were used for the establishment of glial cultures. After 

dissection of the brains in a sterile hood, the cerebral hemispheres were placed in a 60 

mm petri dish containing cell medium (DMEM/F12, 10% fetal calf serum, FCS). Tissue 

was dissociated through a nylon mesh, and cells were collected in 50 ml of cell medium. 

The cell suspension was poured through two collector tissue sieves (first a 230 µm then a 

140 µm pore size sieve). The filtered cell suspension was added to 50 ml conical tubes 

and centrifuged for 5 min at 1,000 rpm in a clinical centrifuge. The cell pellet was re-

suspended in cell medium (5 × 105 cells/ml), and plated on poly-L-lysine coated 

coverslips or tissue culture flasks. Cells were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2, with changes 

of medium every 4 days. 

As for OLs enrichment, glia cells were cultured in flask for 14 days in vitro (div) and 

were first shaken at 200 rpm for 1 hour in 37°C incubator to get off the microglia cells. 

The remaining cells in flask were washed twice with medium and continued with shaking 

at 280 rpm for 20 hours. OLs, shaken off from the bottom astrocyte layer, were collected 

and incubated in 10cm tissue culture dish at 37°C for 20 minutes to get rid of 

contaminating astrocytes. OLs remaining in the suspension were transferred into poly-L-

lysine coated plates for further analysis. 

CG4 cell culture: CG4 is a rat immortal OPC cell line that can be maintained as OPCs 

and also induced to OLs. CG4 cells are cultured as OPCs, in 70% BS medium 
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(DMEM/F12 with 2.2g/L NaHCO3, 5mg/L insulin, 16.1mg/L putrscine, 50mg/L 

transferrin, 4g/L glucose, 8ng sodium selenite) plus 30% B104 conditioned media (BCM: 

DMEM/F12 with B27 supplement to culture B104 cell for 4 days, and then collected). 

Differentiated CG4 cells are induced by withdrawing BCM, using BS medium along with 

2% FCS. 

eNSCs cell cultures: Embryonic neural stem cell (eNSC) cultures were established 

according to standard eNSC culture protocol (Chojnacki and Weiss 2008). In brief, 

embryos of E12.5 were dissected out from pregnant WT female mice. The embryonic 

spinal cords were isolated under dissection microscope. Cells were dissociated by 200-ul 

plastic tip with a micropipette to achieve single-cell suspension and then plated in a 

density of 200,000 cells/ml in complete medium containing 1×DMEM/F12 (1:1), glucose 

(0.66% wt/vol), glutamine (2mM), NaHCO3 (14.6mM), HEPES buffer (5 mM), insulin 

(23 mg ml-1), transferrin (93 mg ml-1), progesterone (19 nM), putrescine (56 nM) and 

sodium selenite (21 nM), plus 20 ng/ml EGF and 10ng/ml bFGF. Cultures were 

incubated at 37ºC/5% CO2 for 5 to 7 days (100um spheres will form in medium). They 

can be passaged into secondary cultures at a density of 50,000/ml or be processed for 

further analysis.   

 

4.3. Immunocytochemistry.  

Primary cultures were grown on coverslips for 14 days in vitro (DIV). Detection of ß-

Galactosidase expression in oligodendrocyte lineage cells was performed by a 

modification of technique by Feltri et al. (Feltri et al. 1992). Briefly, cells were fixed with 

0.05% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. After 2 washes (5 min 
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each), cells were incubated with X-Gal to a final concentration of 0.8 mg/ml in X-Gal 

developer (35 mM K3Fe(CN)6/35 mM K4Fe(CN)6/2 mM MgCl2 in PBS) at 37˚C for 2 

hours. Cells were then washed twice in PBS and stained with following primary 

antibodies: anti-A2B5, anti-O4, anti-O1 (mouse IgM, 1:20). Those antibodies were 

visualized with fluorescein-conjugated anti-mouse IgM secondary antibody (1:600, 

Jackson ImmunoResearch).  Double stained cells were photographed on Zeiss 

stereoscope (AX10) in bright-field illumination for the blue color of X-Gal staining, and 

in fluorescence field for the florescent labeling. 

 

4.4. CG4 cells Proliferation Assay.  

CG4 cells are plated at a density of 20,000/ml into poly-D-lysine coated 24-well plates. 

0.5nM, 1nM, 5nM, 50nM, 100 nM, 1µM, 2.5 µM, 5 µM psychosine (Matreya) were 

dissolved in DMEM medium and added onto the cells for 72 hours. Then cells were 

trypsinized and the final numbers were counted in each well using hemocytometer. D-

sphingosine (Sigma) was used as lipid control of psychosine. 

 

4.5. MTT Assay.  

OL cells were obtained by shaking-off from mixed primary glia cultures and were plated 

at a density of 2,000 cells /well in poly-L-lysine coated 96-well plate. Cells were allowed 

to differentiate for 3 days and then treated with 1 µM, 2 µM psychosine (Matreya) and 1 

µM D-sphingosine (Sigma). Cells treated for 24 hours or 36 hours were incubated with 
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MTT reagent (R&D) at 37˚C for 20 minutes and picture of stained live cells were taken 

under inverted bright-field microscope. 

 

4.6. SHH Stimulation Assay. 

Newly passaged eNSCs in single-cell suspension were plated at 50,000 cells /ml in 6 well 

plates. Cells were stimulated with 200 ng/ml SHH ligand (Peprotech) plus or not plus 20 

nM psychosine in NSC complete medium (20 ng/ml EGF and 10 ng/ml bFGF added). 

After 3 days growth in culture, new-formed neurospheres were collected and SHH 

signaling pathway was examined by western blotting.   

 

4.7. Tissue collection and ß-Galactosidase histochemistry. 

Postnatal mice genotyped for MBP-LacZ/TWI, and MBP-lacZ/WT were anesthetized 

with 2-bromo-2-chloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and transcardially 

perfused with PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)/PBS. Spinal cord were 

postfixed for 2 hours, and rinsed 3 times in PBS, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose overnight, 

embedded in OCT (Tissue-Tek, Sakura Finetek USA, inc., Torrance, CA, USA) and 

cross sectioned on a cryotome at 50 µm thickness.  

For X-Gal histochemistry, spinal cord sections from cervical, thoracic and lumbar 

segments were air-dried and rinsed three times in PBS to remove OCT. Sections were 

stained in 0.8mg/ml X-Gal at 37˚C for 2 hours. Sections were then washed 3 times in 

PBS, dehydrated with serial graded ethanol, clarified in xylenes, and coverslipped with 

Permount. 
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4.8. Immunohistochemistry. 

Immunoperoxidase assay: Tissue sections were first quenched for endogenous 

peroxidase activity by incubating the sections in 3% H2O2 in PBS for 30 min. Tissue was 

then blocked in 4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for 1 hr at room temperature. 

Sections were incubated with rabbit anti-Olig2 antibody (1:500, abcam), rabbit anti-

aspartoacylase serum (ASPA, 1:5000, a kind gift of Dr. James Garbern), in 1% 

BSA/0.3% triton X-100/PBS for 72 hr at 4°C. Bound primary antibody was detected 

using the avidin-biotin-peroxidase system as recommended by the manufacturer (Vector 

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). After development with diaminobenzidine, and H2O2, 

sections were air-dried, dehydrated with serial graded ethanol, clarified in xylenes, and 

coverslipped with Permount. 

Immunofluorescence labeling: Tissue sections were blocked in 4% BSA/ PBS for 

1 hour at room temperature and incubated with primary antibodies in 1% BSA/0.1% 

triton X-100/PBS overnight at 4°C. After three washes with PBS, Alexa-488, Alexa-555 

or Alexa-649 conjugated-secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch Inc.) were 

added for 2 hours at room temperature. Sections were mounted with anti-fade mounting 

medium (vectashield, vector, Burlingame, CA), and then were examined under 

fluorescence microscope. The primary antibodies used were: olig2 (Millipore), beta-

galactosidase (Promega), proteolipid protein (PLP, monoclonal antibody AA3), active 

caspase 3 (cell signaling), NeuN (Millipore), GFAP (Millipore), SHH (Santa Cruz). 

Isolectin IB4-Alexa488 was from Invitrogen. 
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4.9. BrdU Assay. 

A solution of 20 mg/ml 5’-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, 

USA) was prepared in sterile saline solution. Postnatal mice were intraperitoneally 

injected at a dose of 100mg/kg every 8 hours. After 24 hours, mice were sacrificed and 

spinal cord was collected and crossly sectioned at 50 µm as described above. For BrdU 

labeling, sections were treated with 2 M HCl for 15 min at 37 °C to denature DNA and 

then rinsed in 0.1 M sodium borate, pH 8.5, for 10 min. Sections were incubated with 

antibodies: mouse monoclonal anti-BrdU (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA) diluted 

1:200 and alexa 555-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies. Sections were 

mounted with anti-fade mounting medium (vectashield, vector, Burlingame, CA). 

 

4.10. TUNEL Assay  

Apoptotic cells in TWI and WT spinal cords were detected by TUNEL assay 

(DeadEndTM Fluorometric TUNEL Kit from Promega). Briefly, 10 µm frozen sections 

were permeabilized with 20ng/ml protease K for 10 minutes at room temperature. After 

PBS washes, the sections were fixed with 4% PFA for 5 minutes. Sections were washed 

with PBS again and equilibrated with Equilibration Buffer for 10 minutes. Then sections 

were incubated with TdT reaction mix at 37 °C for 1 hour. The reaction was stopped with 

2X SSC buffer and processed further for other immunohistochemical staining. 
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4.11. Stereology.  

For unbiased stereological studies, 50-µm-thick spinal cord cross-sections were selected 

in an interval 1 every 10 (for postnatal tissue) or every 5 (for embryonic tissue) and 

stained accordingly.  Quantification of positive cell markers was performed with design-

based stereology system (StereoInvestigator version 8, MBF Bioscience, Williston, VT, 

USA).  Briefly, interested regions in the spinal cord were traced under a10X objective 

and all cell markers were counted under a 63X objective (Zeiss AX10 microscope, Carl 

Zeiss Ltd., Hertfordshire, England). The sampling parameters were set up according to 

the software guide to achieve the coefficient of error ranged between 0.09 and 0.15 using 

the Gundersen test, normally a counting frame size 100X100 µm, optical dissector height 

20 µm, and an average of 10 sampling sites per section were chosen.  

 

4.12. β-Galactosidase Enzyme Assay 

Brainstem and spinal cord tissues from MBP-LacZ/TWI or WT were collected at P7, 

P15, P30 and P40. Tissues were homogenized in 250 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.8) and 

centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 15 min at 4 ºC. As described before, β-galactosidase assay 

was performed using a modified ο-nitrophenyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG) substrate 

technique (Wrabetz et al.1998). 50µl protein supernatant were incubated with a 1.75 ml 

reaction solution (3.5 mg/ml ONPG, 100 mM Na2HPO3, 2 mM MgCl2, 50 mM β -

mercaptoethanol) for 1-3 hours at 37 ºC. The reaction was terminated by 1M Na2CO3 and 

measured absorbance at 420 nm. Standard curves were prepared from commercially 

synthesized β-galactosidase (Sigma). 
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4.13. Reverse-Transcriptase PCR Analysis 

RNA was isolated from tissues using CsCl2 gradient centrifugation as described 

(Chirgwin et al. 1979). cDNA was synthesized using Superscript cDNA synthesis kit 

(Invitrogen). cDNA product was treated with RNAse to remove remaining RNA and 

amplified using Taqman one step real-time PCR master mix (Invitrogen). The following 

primers were used for MBP: 5’-CACAGAAGAGACCCTCACAGCGACA-3’ and 5’-

CCGCTAAAGAAGCGCCCGATGGA-3’; GAPDH: 5’-GTATGACTCTACCCACGG-

3’ and 5’-GTTCAGCTCTGGGATGAC-3’; 94 ºC for 30 s, 50 ºC for 60 s, and 72 ºC for 

60 s. 

 

4.14. Embryo Collection.  

Standard housed heterozygous GALC+/- female mice were set up for time-traced mating 

with the heterozygous GALC+/- males. Vaginal plugs were checked everyday to 

determine the exact copulation date for the female mice. Embryos at E10.5, E12.5 and 

E15.5 days were obtained by sacrificing the pregnant female. Uteri were dissected out 

and embryos collected. Tail clips from each embryo were obtained and used for 

genotyping. For western blotting, spinal cords were dissected out using micro-surgical 

tools under a stereomicroscope and frozen down on dry ice immediately; for 

immunohistology studies, whole embryos were fixed with 4% PFA/PBS overnight at 4ºC 

and then cryo-protected and sectioned as described above. 
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4.15. Western Blotting  

Spinal cord samples dissected from TWI and WT mice or embryos were homogenized in 

lysis buffer: 1% triton, protease inhibitor cocktail (PIC), 4mM PMSF, 100pM Okadaic 

Acid in PBS. Samples were sonicated on ice and were quantified for protein content 

using the BCA Bradford assay (Bio-Rad). Equal amount of protein were loaded (20 

µg/lane) on a 4-12% 10 well 1.5mm precast Nupage gels (Invitrogen). Gel 

electrophoresis was performed using the XCell Sure-lock vertical electrophoresis system 

(Invitrogen). After transferring to PVDF membrane, blots were blocked with milk/BSA 

solution and then treated with primary antibodies. Antibodies used in this study were the 

following: anti-olig2 (abcam), PLP (monoclonal antibody AA3), GAPDH (Millipore), 

SHH (Santa Cruz), SMO (Santa Cruz), PTC1(Santa Cruz), Gli1(Santa Cruz), PDGFR-α 

(Santa Cruz), Nkx2.2 (mouse monoclonal antibody), and Actin (Chemicon). Antibody-

reactive products were detected using peroxidase-labeled secondary antibodies and ECL 

chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Wild type and twitcher protein blots 

were exposed for the same amount of time on the same film to allow for comparison of 

protein abundance. Protein levels were semi-quantified using ImageJ software (NIH). 

 

4.16. Myelin Isolation 

Brain tissues were homogenized in 0.3 M sucrose solution containing 20mM Tris-Cl 

buffer (pH 7.45), 1mMEDTA, 1mMDTT, 100 µM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 

(PMSF). The homogenate was centrifuged over 0.83 M sucrose at 75,000g for 35 min. 

The crude myelin band was collected at the 0.3 M /0.83 M sucrose interface and further 
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purified by osmotic shock in 20mM Tris-Cl buffer. Myelin fraction was pelleted down by 

centrifuging at 12,000g for 15 min and stored at -20 ºC for further analysis. 

 

4.17. Psychosine Extraction and Quantification.  

Psychosine Extraction: Spinal cords samples dissected from TWI and WT mice or 

embryos were homogenized in water and extracted for psychosine as described (Galbiati 

et al. 2007a). Briefly, 500µl tissue lysate was mixed with 5ml of Folch phase 

(chloroform and methanol mixture 2:1 v/v) and filtered to remove debris. Then 1ml 0.9% 

NaCl was added. After centrifugation, lipids in lower phase were evaporated and re-

suspended in 2ml methanol. Extracts were then partially purified on a strong cation 

exchanger column, SupelcleanTM LC-SCX (Sigma, cat # 57018) pre-conditioned by 2 

ml methanol. Columns were washes several times with Folch phase and methanol, and 

samples were released from the column with 1.7 ml methanol: 0.4 M CaCl2 (3:1 v/v). 

Eight pmole internal standard (lyso-lactosylceramide) were added to each sample, and 

further passed through Bond Elut-C18 solid phase extraction columns (Varian, Part # 

12102052) previously activated by 5ml methanol and 5ml H2O. After several washes 

with water, the remaining lipid residues were released with 7.5ml of chloroform: 

methanol (1:2 v/v). After evaporation to dryness, each residue was dissolved in 200µ l 

methanol containing 5 mM ammonium formate and used for mass spectrometry analysis. 

Mass Spectrometry: Psychosine samples extracted from spinal cord tissue were 

quantified by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). The 

HPLC system consists of Shimadzu (Columbia, MD) LC-10Advp pumps with a Leap 

(Carrboro, NC) HTS PAL autosampler. Psychosine was measured using a Waters XTerra 
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3.5 µm, MS C18, 2.1 x 100 mm analytical column. Positive ion electrospray tandem mass 

spectrometry was performed using an Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) API 4000 

triple quadrupole mass spectrometer with a collision energy of 29 eV for psychosine and 

37 eV for the internal standard, lyso-lactosylceramide. The dwell time is 1.0 s/ion during 

multiple reaction monitoring. 

 

4.18. Statistical Analysis.  

Results are the average from three to five different experiments and are expressed as 

mean ± standard error (SE). Data were analyzed by the Student's t test. p values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

RESULTS PERTINENT TO SPECIFIC AIM 1 

5.1. Psychosine accumulates since early postnatal days in TWI spinal cord. A direct 

correlation between psychosine accumulation in different regions of the spinal cord and 

the disease progress (measured by the loss of OLs) is not available for the TWI mutant.  

In order to clarify this question, we carried out a systematic and temporal quantification 

of psychosine levels in 6 regions of TWI spinal cords from P7 to P40.  Figure 1 shows 

the corresponding results for psychosine levels in dorsal and ventral hemihalves isolated 

from cervical, thoracic and lumbar segments of TWI and WT spinal cords. In normal 

tissue (WT), psychosine content was consistently low in all spinal cord regions within the 

range of 2-6 pmol/mg from all studies time points (P7, P15, P30, and P40). As expected, 

psychosine was progressively accumulated in TWI spinal cords, and goes up to 300-400 

pmol/mg in P40 tissue. At the asymptomatic P15, psychosine was already increased to 

~60 pmol/mg in dorsal spinal cords and ~110 pmol/mg in ventral spinal cords. 

Furthermore, even at P7, psychosine was modestly but significantly increased to ~7 

pmol/mg in dorsal regions (3 fold respect WT) and ~12 pmol/mg in ventral regions (6 

fold respect WT).   
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Figure 1. Progressive accumulation of psychosine in the postnatal TWI spinal cord. A-
F) P7, P15, P30 and P40 TWI and time-matched WT spinal cords were dissected into 
dorsal and ventral halves at the cervical, thoracic and lumbar segments. Psychosine was 
purified and quantified by mass spectrometry. Psychosine progressively accumulated in 
TWI spinal cords. Psychosine accumulated more in ventral regions along the cord. N=3 
animals per genotype per time point. *p<0.05.     
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Figure 2. MBP-LacZ expression in oligodendrocytes isolated from the MBP-LacZ/TWI 
mouse. A-I) Mouse glial primary cultures were prepared from WT and TWI postnatal 
day P2-4 cortices and cultured on coverslips for 7, 14 and 21 days. After fixation, 
cultures were stained for b-galactosidase and the oligodendrocytes markers A2B5, O4 
and O1. LacZ was expressed only in the cell bodies (arrowheads) of intermediate and 
more mature oligodendrocytes. Bar 20 micron. 
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Figure 3. The MBP-LacZ/TWI mouse as a model to study changes in numbers of 

oligodendrocytes bearing the TWI mutation. A-B) P40 brains from MBP-LacZ/TWI and 
age-matched MBP-LacZ controls were sagittally sectioned and stained for LacZ. A 
noticeable reduction of LacZ+ expression was observed in the mutant brain (A, A1). C, 
D) Expression levels of MBP transcripts in the brainstem (C) and spinal cord (D) were 
quantified by Taqman PCR. E, F) Lysates from brainstems (E) and spinal cord (F) were 
prepared from MBP-LacZ/TWI and MBP-LacZ spanning postnatal days 8 to 40 and 
assayed for b-galactosidase activity (b-gal.) N=4-6 animals per genotype. *p<0.05.  
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5.2 The new MBP-lacZ/TWI double mutant expresses LacZ in myelinating OLs. 

Using in vitro glia primary cultures obtained from the MBP-LacZ/TWI mouse, we 

demonstrated that the LacZ transgene was active only in O4+ and O1+ OLs (Figure 2D-

I), but not in A2B5+ OPCs (Figure 2A-C). The reporter gene was expressed throughout 

the cell body of OLs and much less on cellular processes or myelin-like membranes, 

making it a simple and clear labeling system for quantitative studies of myelinating OLs.  

 

5.3 Quantitative analysis of LacZ+OLs in developing TWI spinal cords of P7-P30. 

TWI mice are born asymptomatic and remain as such for the first 2-3 weeks of life 

(Duchen, Eicher et al. 1980). Available studies on TWI OLs focused on symptomatic but 

not on pre-symptomatic stages. To obtain a more complete understanding of pathological 

changes in TWI OLs previous to the demyelinating phase (which starts between 20-25 

days in the cord), we decided to take advantage of a new MBP-LacZ/TWI transgenic 

mouse generated by a previous collaboration between our lab and Larry Wrabetz's lab. 

Before starting the analysis, in collaboration with Dr. Wrabetz lab, we conducted a 

characterization of the transgene expression during postnatal life by measurement of β-

galactosidase activity and quantitative PCR of MBP transcripts. Expression of the 18.2 

MBP-LacZ transgene is neuronal dependent and it has been shown to shut off after 

myelination is complete (Wrabetz et al. 1998). Figure 3A-B shows that expression of 

LacZ in myelinated regions of P40 TWI brains was greatly reduced when compared with 

time-matched WT brain, suggesting that the new 18.2 MBP-LacZ/TWI may allow 

monitoring for changes in myelinating OLs during disease. β-galactosidase activity and 

PCR analysis of MBP transcripts (Figure 3C-F) in brainstem and spinal cord showed 
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good correlation between MBP promoter transcription and LacZ activities from P7 to P30 

but not at P40, where the transcription of the transgene is severely reduced in the mutant. 

In view of these results, further analysis of quantification of LacZ+ OLs in the mutant 

environment were conducted in all three anatomical regions (cervical (C1-C4), thoracic 

(C1-C6), and lumbar (L1-L3) between P7 to P30 by unbiased stereology. 

At P7, the anatomic distribution pattern of LacZ+ OLs showed no obvious 

difference in the mutant spinal cord (Figure 4A). However, using unbiased stereology, an 

average of 15% decrease in cell numbers was measured in dorsal and ventral white matter 

(DWM, VWM) in lumbar mutant segments (Figure 4B,C). Interestingly, a ~25% increase 

of LacZ+OLs was measured in the cervical mutant segment (Figure 4B,C). While there 

was no significant difference in the distribution of LacZ+ OLs along the length of the P7 

WT cord (pwt (cervical: lumbar) >0.1), mutant LacZ+ OLs were significantly different in the P7 

TWI cord, with more OLs in cervical than in lumbar regions (ptwi (cervical: lumbar) <0.05), 

suggesting an abnormal synchronization of myelination along the mutant cord. 

At P15, LacZ+ OLs were further reduced (30%-40%) in mutant DWM and VWM 

respect WT (Figure 5A-C). Figure 6A shows show pictures of the P30 MBP-LacZ/TWI 

and MBP-LacZ/WT sections stained for LacZ. At this time point, previous studies have 

shown definite demyelination in TWI mice (Bourque, Bornstein et al. 1983; Ida and Eto 

1990; Suzuki and Taniike 1995) and a reduction OLs was expected. Our quantitative 

analysis confirmed a general 30-40% reduction of LacZ+ OLs in TWI in all cord regions 

except in VWM of lumbar mutant cord (Figure 5C). 
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Figure 4. Distribution of LacZ+ OLs in the P7 TWI spinal cord. A) Spinal cords from 
time-matched TWI and WT were dissected into cervical, thoracic and lumbar segments 
and cut into 50µm sections. OLs were stained for β-galactosidase activity. B, C) LacZ+ 
OLs located in both dorsal (B) and ventral (C) white matter were quantified using 
stereology. TWI dorsal and ventral white matter cervical cords showed a significant 
increase in LacZ+ cells density. In contrast, TWI dorsal and ventral white matter lumbar 
cords showed a significant decrease in LacZ+ cells density. N=3 animals per genotype. 
*p<0.05.  
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Figure 5. Distribution of LacZ+ OLs in the P15 TWI spinal cord. A) Spinal cords from 
age-matched TWI and WT were dissected into cervical, thoracic and lumbar segments 
and cut into 50µm sections. OLs were stained for β-galactosidase activity. LacZ+ OLs 
located in both dorsal (B) and ventral (C) white matter were quantified using stereology. 
LacZ+ cells density was significantly reduced in the TWI dorsal and ventral white matter 
of every segment at this age. N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of LacZ+ OLs in the P30 TWI spinal cord. A) Spinal cords from 
age-matched TWI and WT were dissected into cervical, thoracic and lumbar segments 
and cut into 50µm sections. OLs were stained for β-galactosidase activity. LacZ+ OLs 
located in both dorsal (B) and ventral (C) white matter were quantified using stereology. 
LacZ+ cells density was significantly reduced in the TWI dorsal and ventral white matter 
of every segment at this age. N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 7. Distribution of Olig2+ OPCs in the P7 TWI spinal cord. A-D) Spinal cords 
from age-matched TWI and WT were dissected into cervical, thoracic and lumbar 
segments and cut into 50µm sections. OPCs were stained for Olig2. Olig2+ OPCs located 
in both dorsal (E) and ventral (F) white matter were quantified using stereology. Olig2+ 
cells density was significantly increased only in the TWI dorsal and ventral white matter 
of the cervical segment at this age.  N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of ASPA+ OLs in the P7 TWI spinal cord. A-D) Spinal cords 

from time-matched TWI and WT were dissected into cervical, thoracic and lumbar 

segments and cut into 50µm sections. OLs were stained for ASPA. ASPA+ OLs located 

in both dorsal (E) and ventral (F) white matter were quantified using stereology. ASPA+ 

cells density was significantly increased only in the TWI dorsal and ventral white matter 

of the cervical segment at this age.  N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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5.4 More OPCs and faster differentiation into mature OLs in the cervical region of 

the young TWI spinal cord. As stated above, at P7 we found an unexpected increase of 

LacZ+ OLs in cervical areas of the TWI spinal cord.  This might be caused either by an 

increased production of OPCs and/or premature differentiation of OPCs into LacZ+ cells 

in this area. To further address these possibilities, we performed immunohistochemical 

studies to examine the distribution of OPCs and of mature OLs in the P7 TWI spinal 

cord.  

OPCs were identified by immunolabeling against Olig2 (Figure 7A-D). 

Stereological quantification revealed a ~40% increase of Olig2+ OPCs in cervical areas 

of the TWI spinal cord. However, there was no significant difference in OPC numbers at 

lower levels of the mutant cord (Figure 7E, F).  

Mature OLs were identified by immunolabeling aspartoacylase (ASPA) (Figure 

Figure 8A-D). Stereological analysis detected a ~20% increase of ASPA+ OLs in 

cervical regions of the TWI spinal cord. ASPA+ OLs were similarly abundant in all other 

regions (Figure 8E, F). These results were complemented with an immunoblotting 

analysis of the expression levels of various proteins associated with oligodendrogenesis 

(Figure 9). Our semi-quantitative analysis indicated an increase in expression levels of 

PDGFR-a (which marks proliferating OPCs), Olig2 and PLP (which marks postmitotic 

mature OL and myelin) in the cervical segment but not in thoracic or lumbar segments. 

Our results revealed an unexpected regulation of oligodendrogenesis in the TWI 

cervical spinal cord. Even though psychosine accumulation is subtle (about 6 fold) at this 

early period, rather than a decrease in OLs, we observed an increase in numbers of OPCs 

and of differentiated OLs. These results pose some questions: does psychosine play a role 
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in oligodendrogenesis in concentrations near physiological levels? If so, is this effect 

caused by altered lipid raft-signaling through receptors such as SHH? Are there abnormal 

responses of oligodendroglial cells at later stages, when the disease is active? 

 

5.5 Increase in dividing Olig2+ OPCs during demyelination in the TWI cord. It is 

thought that demyelination can be rescued -at least partially- by recruiting OPCs and 

engaging them in remyelination (Girolamo et al. 2011; Givogri et al. 2006; Hagemeier et 

al. 2012; Mi et al. 2009; Suzuki 1995). Based on this, one prediction will be to find 

increased proliferation of OPCs during demyelination. To evaluate this, we quantitated 

the number of dividing (BrdU+) Olig2+ OPCs (Durand et al. 1997; Gao and Raff 1997) 

in the spinal cord of P30 TWI mice. 

Our analysis showed that more Olig2+ OPCs were proliferating during the 

demyelinating stage of the disease (Figure 10A-F). Stereological counting showed ~5 

fold increase in proliferating BrdU+/Olig2+ OPCs in the mutant white matter (Figure 

10G, H). These results are interesting because the historical view of this disease posed 

that high levels of psychosine kill OLs and that causes demyelination (Tanaka et al. 1989; 

Taniike et al. 1999). Our results open the possibility that high levels of psychosine may 

have different effects on oligodendroglial cells depending on their stage of 

differentiation. Our data agree well with previous studies done by Taniike and Suzuki 

(Taniike and Suzuki 1995), who found that there were ~6 times more BrdU+ cells in the 

P30 TWI spinal cord. However, in their studies, Taniike and Suzuki concluded that less 

than 10% of the BrdU+ cells were within the oligodendrocyte lineage. In our study 

instead, we found ~32.2% BrdU+ cells co-labeled with Olig2. This difference is likely 
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due to the different markers used by us and by Taniike and Suzuki to identify OPCs. In 

their study, these authors identified proliferative OLs with carbonic anhydrase or the Pi 

form of glutathione-S-transferase. Unlike Olig2, both markers are mainly expressed by 

differentiated postmitotic OLs, while Olig2 is well known to label proliferating OPCs as 

well as postmitotic OLs. Our results suggest an intrinsic resistance of OPCs to 

psychosine, and rather than dying, they are capable to sustain cell division. 

 

5.6 Analysis of cell death in the spinal cord of the TWI mouse. One interpretation 

from the previous results is that oligodendroglia cells (OGs) are undergoing differential 

rates of cell death in the TWI depending on their differentiation stage. For example, the 

reduction of TWI LacZ+ OLs observed at P15 and P30 may be explained by the 

preferential killing of myelinating OLs while the increase in BrdU+Olig2+ OPCs may be 

caused by stimulation to proliferate of quiescent adult OPCs. To investigate these 

possibilities in more details, we first examined the level of activation of caspase 9 in the 

TWI spinal cord, which is upstream of the classic pathway for apoptotic cell death. 

Western blotting for full length and cleaved forms of caspase 9 showed increases of 

activation of this caspase at each time point in the study (Figure 11). 

To determine the level of cell death in TWI spinal cords during disease 

progression and to answer the question that whether apoptosis is the major cause for the 

reduction of LacZ+ OLs, stereological quantification of double stained TUNEL/glia 

lineage markers cells was performed. 
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Figure 9 Increase of PDGFR-a, Olig2 and PLP protein levels in cervical segments of 

P7 TWI cords. A) Spinal cords from P7 TWI and WT were dissected into cervical, 
thoracic and lumbar segments and whole homogenates were analyzed by semi-
quantitative western blotting. B-D) There is a significant increase in the PDGFR-a (B), 
Olig2 (C) and PLP (D) in cervical cords of the TWI mice. Each tested protein was 
normalized against actin. N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 10 Proliferating OPCs increase in the spinal cord of sick TWI mice. WT and 
TWI animals were intraperitoneally injected with BrdU at P29 and killed at P30. Lumbar 
spinal cords were cut into 50µm sections and double stained for BrdU and Olig2. A-F) 
Representative images of ventral white matter stained for BrdU (in green), Olig2 (in red) 
and merge (in yellow) are shown. G, H) Total BrdU+ and BrdU+/Olig2+ cells were 
significantly increased in the dorsal and ventral white matter areas (DWM, VWM) in the 
TWI. N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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 Most if not all of TUNEL+ cells co-localized with the active form of caspase 3 

(Figure 12), which was expected based on our previous finding of active caspase 3 and on 

our past publications (Galbiati et al. 2007b, Smith, 2011 #3). A summary of the 

quantitative cell death data in the ventral white matter of the lumbar TWI cord is 

presented in Table I.  

 

Table I Quantitative Profile of Cell Death and correlation with Psychosine storage in the 

TWI lumbar spinal cord 

 DAPI* TUNEL* 

Cell Death 
(% from DAPI) 

Cell Death 
Fold change 

(ratio TWI/WT) 

Total 
Psychosine 

(nmol/mg) 
Psychosine 

Fold change 

P8 TWI 4062±229.8 686±145.7 16.9% 2.3 19.0 5 

P8 WT 3908±263.2 290±46.6 7.4%  3.9  

       

P15 TWI 3264±529.1 577±129.6 17.7% 2.5 159.0 55 

P15 WT 3045±339.5 218±78.7 7.2%  2.9  

     

P30 TWI 3034±487.8 168±35.4 5.5% 13.8 455.0 78 

P30 WT 2011±196.7 9±10.0 0.4%  5.8  

*: cell numbers per mm2, n=3 animals per genotype. 
 
 
 

Quantification of TUNEL+ cells after normalization for cell density revealed a 

quite consistent 2.3-2.5 fold increase of cells dying in the VWM of TWI lumbar segments 

at P8 and P15 (Table I).  Considering the sharp increase of psychosine occurring in this 

region of the cord (Table I), our results indicate a lack of correlation between the amount 

of psychosine and the level of cell death in the spinal cord of the TWI mouse during early 

development.
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Figure 11 Increased levels of cleaved caspase 9 in the TWI spinal cord. Spinal cords 
from time-matched TWI and WT were collected and whole homogenates from each 
segment were analyzed for active-caspase 9 by semi-quantitative western blotting. 
Caspase 9 was significantly activated at all time points. N=3 animals per genotype. 
*p<0.05. 
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Figure 12 TUNEL and caspase 3 co-label dying cells in the spinal cord. Spinal cord 
sections from age-matched TWI and WT (P30) were cut into 10µm sections and stained 
with the TUNEL assay (in green) in combination with immuno-fluorescence labeling of 
cleaved caspase 3 (in red).  Representative images of ventral white matter are shown. 
Arrows point to cells co-labeled by both markers.  
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At P30, while the developmentally regulated apoptosis sharply goes down in WT 

(only ~0.4% in total cell population), apoptosis is still an active event in TWI during this 

demyelination stage. The apoptotic cell identifies are further analyzed later on with 

different cell lineage markers to clarify the role of apoptosis in demyelination. Compared 

with WT, the total cell population in VWM of TWI spinal cord is significantly increased, 

which is contributed by the increased gliogenesis (refer to Figure 10) and infiltration of 

microphages (Figure 16) at P30. 

In table II, we show a quantitative analysis of total OGs and myelinating OLs 

undergoing cell death. Interestingly, ~20% Olig2+ OGs were found to be dying during 

early postnatal life but less during the sick phase of the disease (Table II). While indeed 

TUNEL+ OGs were increased in the young TWI tissue (~ 3.1-4.1 fold with respect of 

WT at P8 and P15), the total numbers of OGs in TWI were kept the same as in the 

controls in all checked time points. Whereas the proliferation of OPCs can be stimulated 

by psychosine (Figure 7 and 17), the increase of TUNEL+ OGs could be at least partially 

contributed by OPCs which cannot compete for axons at early development.  

Surprisingly, Olig2+TUNEL+ cells become rare in the P30 TWI cord (Figure 13). 

It is relevant to note that this happened during a period in the disease when myelin 

degeneration is established in this mutant and is concomitant with a significant 

accumulation of psychosine (Table I). To our knowledge, this is the first evidence 

indicating a process of demyelination in the absence of major death of OLs in the TWI 

cord. A recent study by Oluich showed that toxin-induced ablation of mature OLs soma 

would lead to a much delayed demyelination in adult CNS (Oluich et al. 2012). Will 

earlier increased apoptotic OGs at P8 and P15 contribute to a later demyelination at P30 
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in TWI? It might be the case if the OL cell bodies are also the major target of the 

psychosine toxicity instead of their myelin domains. However, it doesn’t seem to be 

favored in our TWI model (refer to Figure 18 and 19). On the other hand, instead of a 

typical apoptotic cell size shrinkage, morphological characterization of mutant OLs 

between P33 and P43 revealed an unique swelling pattern that was turned over from 

myelin sheath, and then moved up along the processes and eventually merged into soma, 

indicating a dying-back mechanism similarly seen in neuronal degeneration in vivo 

(LeVine and Torres 1992).  

 

Table II Quantitative Profile of OG and OL Cell Death in the TWI lumbar spinal cord 

 Olig2* 

TUNEL/ 

Olig2 

Dying 

OGs 
(% total) 

Dying OGs 

Fold change 
(ratio 

TWI/WT) LacZ* 

TUNEL/ 

LacZ 

Dying 

OLs 
(% total) 

Dying OLs 

Fold change 
(ratio 

TWI/WT) 

P8 TWI 2130±207.4 399±116.8 18.7% 3.1 232±23.7 50±7.5 21.6% NV 

P8 WT 1954±154.7 117±46.3 6.0%  295±57.3 ND ND  

         

P15 TWI 1237±226.8 243±47.1 19.6% 4.1 431±69.5 51±18.9 11.8% NV 

P15 WT 1242±187.4 60±45.6 4.8%  659±162.1 ND ND  

         

P30 TWI 780±133.2 7±5.1 0.9% 2.3 208±91.8 9±6.4 4.3% NV 

P30 WT 752±86.1 3±3.6 0.4%  272±67.0 ND ND  

*: cell numbers per mm2, n=3 animals per genotype.  ND: not detected. NV: not valid. 
 
 
 

These findings suggested a lower than expected death of OGs during 

demyelination stage. To examine the level of cell death in postmitotic myelinating OLs, 

we measured the density of TUNEL+ OLs labeled by the expression of β-galactosidase 

(Table II). Surprisingly, dying LacZ+ OLs were abundant in P8 and P15 (21.6% of total 

LacZ+ OLs at P8 and 11.8% at P15) but much less (4.3% of total LacZ+ OLs) in P30 
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TWI cords (Figure 14). Here, it has to be noted that immunofluorescent labeling for β-

galactosidase is much less sensitive than histochemical labeling for β-galactosidase 

activities, for example, β-galactosidase+ OLs is only observed as 10% in comparison 

with Olig2+ OGs while X-gal+ OLs is observed ~ 30% in comparison with Olig2+ OGs 

at P8 (refer to Figure 4 and 7).  

We also examined the temporal distribution of TUNEL+GFAP+ astrocytes, as 

these cells are greatly activated during the disease. We found increased numbers of dying 

astrocytes in P8 and P15 cords (table III and Figure 15). Dying astrocytes were less 

frequent in the P30 cord, which might be a result of the overall reduction of total 

TUNEL+ cells from P15 to P30. However, TUNEL+ astrocytes would take 25% of the 

total apoptotic cells at P30 (with reference to table I). 

 

Table III Quantitative Profile of Astroglial Cell Death in the TWI lumbar spinal cord 

 GFAP* 

TUNEL/ 
GFAP 

Dying AST 
(% total) 

Dying AST Fold change 
(ratio TWI/WT) 

P8 TWI 1378±196.1 359±39.2 26.1% 2.5 

P8 WT 1402±213.4 145±6.7 10.3%  

     

P15 TWI 1231±222.1 246±80.9 20.0% 2.6 

P15 WT 1526±290.7 117±49.1 7.7%  

     

P30 TWI 914±126.7 42±7.4 4.6% 7.7 

P30 WT 814±82.3 5±7.2 0.6%  

*: cell numbers per mm2, n=3 animals per genotype.   
 
 
 

Because globoid cell formation is one major hallmark in KD, we examined 

whether microglia/macrophages were also undergoing cell death. Activated 
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microglia/macrophages were identified by labeling with isolectin IB4. IB4 staining 

showed modest levels in wt spinal cords (Figure 16). In contrast, IB4 immunostaining 

was dramatically elevated in the TWI cord at P30 (Figure 16). IB4 was strongly found 

along the edge of the white matter and pia mater, suggesting an active infiltration of 

macrophages. Unexpectedly, IB4+ cells showed to be TUNEL+, suggesting that an active 

process of apoptosis in TWI microglia/microphages at this stage, which account for 65% 

of total TUNEL+ cells during the sick phase of the disease (Table I and IV). 

 

Table IV Quantitative Profile of Microglia/macrophage Cell Death in the TWI lumbar 

spinal cord 

 IB4* TUNEL/IB4 
Dying microglia/macrophage 

(% total) 
Dying microglia/macrophage 
Fold change (ratio TWI/WT) 

P8 TWI ND ND ND NV 

P8 WT ND ND ND   

     

P15 TWI 689±188.3 114±13.2 16.5% NV 

P15 WT ND ND ND   

     

P30 TWI 889±119.2 110±19.0 12.4% NV 

P30 WT 147±16.9 ND ND  

*: cell numbers per mm2, n=3 animals per genotype.  ND: not detected. NV: not valid
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Figure 13. Olig2+/TUNEL+ cells are found in the TWI spinal cords. Sections from 
spinal cords collected from age-matched P7, P15, P30 TWI and WT mice were double 
stained for TUNEL (green) and Olig2 (red). 
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Figure 14. LacZ+/TUNEL+ cells are found in the TWI spinal cords. Sections from 
spinal cords collected from age-matched P7, P15, P30 TWI and WT mice were double 
stained for TUNEL (green) and LacZ (red). LacZ+ cells were rarely labeled by the 
TUNEL assay in the P30 mutant cord. 
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Figure 15. GFAP+/TUNEL+ cells are found in the TWI spinal cords. Sections from 
spinal cords collected from age-matched P7, P15, P30 TWI and WT mice were double 
stained for TUNEL (green) and GFAP (red).  
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Figure 16. IB4+/TUNEL+ cells are found in the TWI spinal cords. Sections from spinal 
cords collected from age-matched P7, P15, P30 TWI and WT mice were double stained 
for TUNEL (green) and IB4 (red). A significant number of TUNEL+ cells were co-
labeled by IB4. 
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5.7 Psychosine appears to have proliferative and anti-survival properties on CG4 

cells depending on its concentration. Our in vivo quantitative studies revealed apparent 

paradoxical effects present in the oligodendrocyte lineage: during early days, there is 

increased oligodendrogenesis in the TWI cervical spinal cord; however, as disease 

progresses, a fraction of oligodendroglial cells die. What is changing during this 

transition? One obvious change is a progressive increase in psychosine. To test if 

psychosine alone can modulate proliferation vs survival in OLs, CG4 cells were exposed 

to various concentrations of psychosine. As shown in Figure 17A, psychosine drastically 

decreases cell survival at concentrations ≥ 1µM. No CG4 cells survived beyond 72 hours 

in the presence of 5µM psychosine. Surprisingly, CG4 cells survived well when exposed 

to 100nM psychosine. However, concentrations of psychosine below 50nM promoted the 

proliferation and survival of CG4 cells in culture (Figure 17B). This effect quickly 

disappeared above 100nM. These data are interesting and pose the problem that 

psychosine may exert differential and counteracting effects at any time point in disease. 

In other words, depending on the stage of differentiation and the amount of psychosine 

reached, there could be OPC proliferation, demyelination and death of mature OLs, all 

happening at the same time.  

 

5.8 Psychosine initial damage to OLs seems to involve a retraction of cellular 

processes. In our previous experiment, we noticed that the most evident effect of large 

amounts of psychosine on CG4 cells was to induce a retraction of cellular processes. We 

investigated this in more detail using acutely enriched mouse OLs isolated from primary 

glial cultures. OLs were shaken off and plated in low density before psychosine was 
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added. Psychosine was added at 1 and 2 µM and D-sphingosine was used as a lipid 

control. Cells were incubated for 1 h before mitochondrial activity was evidenced by 

MTT staining. Figure 18A shows that either vehicle-treated or D-sphingosine-treated 

OLs showed classic spider-like morphologies, with abundant MTT+ mitochondria within 

cellular processes. Cells were alive, as evidenced by the MTT assay. Instead, incubation 

of OLs with increasing amounts of psychosine induced a rapid retraction of cellular 

processes and an accumulation of mitochondria within the OL cell body (Figure 18A). Of 

relevance, cell death (measured as loss of MTT reaction) was still very low if any. 

Longer incubation times led to massive cell death (not-shown). Similar cellular changes 

were observed when murine OPCs were incubated with psychosine (Figure 18C). 

However, astrocytes were completely devoid of any noticeable morphological change 

(Figure 18B).  

 

5.9 Enrichment of psychosine in myelin membranes. The previous results suggested 

that the first target of psychosine damage might be the cellular process rather than the OL 

cell body. These data beg for the question whether psychosine has a differential 

accumulation within the OL cell. To address this, we aimed to determine the relative 

amount of psychosine concentration in the myelin fraction isolated from the TWI brain 

and that isolated from enriched TWI OLs. First, we attempted to isolate mature OLs 

directly from the TWI brain (P30) using a Percoll method but the enrichment in OLs was 

below our needs for accurate measurement of psychosine. To cope with this limitation, 

we decided to compare the total amount of psychosine in whole brain homogenates from 

TWI with enriched myelin membranes isolated from TWI brains. Figure 19 shows 
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quantitative data indicating an enrichment of psychosine in the myelin fraction during 

disease progress. A previous experiment performed by Ludovico Cantuti demonstrated 

that TWI OLs -shaken off two weeks after establishment of primary glia cultures from P2 

mutant brains accumulated psychosine to ~10 pmol/mg of protein (Cantuti et al., 2011, 

Figure 6). These OLs are equivalent to those that could be found in a two-week old brain. 

Considering the great limitations of this comparison, one could then speculate that for 

example at P15, psychosine is at least ~8 times concentrated in myelin membranes than 

in OL cell bodies in the TWI brain. These analyses provide an unexpected scenario where 

demyelination may be initiated at the myelin domain first, then eventually reaching and 

killing the OL cell body. 
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Figure 17. Effects of psychosine on proliferation and survival of CG4 cells. A, B) CG4 
cells were plated at a density of 20,000 cells/well and cultured in proliferating media 
containing increasing concentrations of psychosine for 72 hours. Total number of 
surviving cells were counted by trypan blue stain. 0=control no psychosine added; 
DS=D-sphingosine (a control lipid). N=3-4 individual experiments. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 18. Psychosine promotes cell process retraction in oligodendrocytes. A, B) 
Mouse primary glial cultures were established from neonatal mouse cortices and 
differentiated for 2 weeks before shaking off of oligodendrocytes (OLs) and astrocytes. 
Cells were plated and further differentiated for 3 days before addition of psychosine or D-
sphingosine. Survival was evaluated by the MTT staining. Psychosine-treated OLs 
showed shorter cellular processes already 24 hours after treatment (arrow), which almost 
completely disappeared by 36 h (arrow). Astrocytes did not show any morphological 
change. C) OPCs were prepared by shaking glial cultures at 7 days and further 
maintained in proliferative conditions. Similar process retractions were observed after 24 
h of treatment with psychosine.  
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Figure 19. Enrichment of psychosine in myelin. Psychosine was quantified in extracts 
from total brain and brain myelin from age-matched WT (A) and TWI (B). Psychosine 
showed significant enrichment in both WT (A) and TWI (B) myelin fractions. N=3 
animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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RESULTS PERTINENT TO SPECIFIC AIM 2 

5.10 Unexpected psychosine accumulation profile in the nervous system during 

embryonic development. The previous experiments provided new insights in how 

oligodendroglial cells respond during the disease and how psychosine may be capable of 

modulating proliferation vs survival. In the next sections, our interest will focus on 

investigating for changes in oligodendrogenesis in the embryo and whether or not 

psychosine may be responsible for these.  

We speculated that given the fact that KD is an autosomal recessive genetic 

disease, the lack of GALC enzyme activity would lead to psychosine accumulation also 

in the embryonic neural tube development. To test this hypothesis, we quantified 

psychosine levels in both the brain and spinal cord of E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5 embryos. 

Interestingly, while psychosine was found in the TWI fetal neural tube at each 

developmental stage (Figure 20), its progressive accumulation was only seen in the 

mutant spinal cord. However, psychosine levels were more or less constant at about 

10pmol/mg in TWI brain. Unexpectedly, we found that psychosine levels in the WT 

brains followed a complete different pattern. Psychosine showed highest levels in E10.5 

neural tissue (even higher than in the corresponding age-matched TWI samples) and was 

reduced to trace levels in E15.5 WT tissues (Figure 20). While the reasons for this pattern 

of psychosine levels in WT are still unclear, these results show that at a developmental 

time when psychosine should be turn off in the brain (E15.5), TWI embryos have 

accumulated already ~10 times respect controls.    
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5.11 Subtle changes in oligodendrogenesis in the embryonic TWI spinal cord. To 

determine for changes in the generation of OPCs in the TWI spinal cord, OPCS were 

identified by immunolabeling with anti-Olig2 antibodies and stereological quantification. 

Figure 21 displays a composite of images showing the localization of Olig2+ OPCs in the 

cervical regions of the embryonic neural tube at E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5. At first sight, no 

major differences in distribution or cell density are obvious between the TWI and WT at 

any embryonic time point (Figure 21). Stereological measurement of the OPC density in 

cervical regions of the neural tube at each stage showed no significant differences among 

both groups, although a minor decrease in mutant OPCs in the E10.5 cord (Figure 22). 

However, a closer look at the E12.5 time point showed higher numbers of Olig2+ OPCs 

within the mantle layer of the mutant neural tube, in comparison with age matching WT 

(arrows in Figure 21 and Figure 23A).  To examine this observation in more detail, we 

performed a differential stereological quantification of OPCs in the mantle layer (area 

where new born OPCs migrate to) and in the pMN (sites where OPCs are born) of the 

neural tube from E12.5 embryos. Quantitative analysis showed a significant increase in 

the number of Olig2+ OPCs present in the mantle area of the mutant neural tube at this 

embryonic stage (Figure 23B). While the number of OPCs in the mutant pMN appears to 

be higher than in the WT pMN, this difference was not statistically significant (Figure 

23B). Furthermore, not only there were more OPCs in the mutant mantle layer but also 

many appeared to migrate longer distances (Figure 23C). Morphometric measurements 

showed that the migrated distances of OPCs were significant only in cervical regions of 

the mutant neural tube but not in lumbar regions (Figure 23C).   
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Figure 20. Psychosine is present in the CNS of the mouse embryo. A, B) Psychosine 
was quantified in the brain (A) and spinal cord (B) from E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5 WT and 
TWI embryos (n=3 per time point per genotype). N=3 animals per genotype. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 21.  Subtle changes in oligodendrogenesis in embryonic TWI spinal cords. 
Whole-mounted TWI and WT embryos were cross sectioned and stained for Olig2 and 
Lim3 (to mark motorneurons). No gross differences were seen, except that an apparent 
increase in  Olig2+ cells in the mantle of E12.5 TWI cords (arrows). 
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Figure 22. Distribution of Olig2+ OPCs in embryonic mutant spinal cords. Cross 
sections of E10.5, E12.5 and E15.5 WT and TWI embryos were stained for Olig2. Olig2+ 
OPCs were quantified using stereology. The graph shows that overall there were no 
significant differences between WT and TWI embryos. E10.5 TWI cords showed a 
tendency to have lower Olig2+ OPCs than controls but without significance. N=3 animals 
per genotype.  
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Figure 23. More Olig2+ cells within the mantle region of the E12.5 TWI cord. Sections 
of E12.5 WT and TWI embryos were stained for Olig2. Olig2+ cells were stereologically 
quantified in the mantle and in the pMN site (i.e. the sites where OPCs are born). A) 
Representative imagines of TWI and WT Olig2+ distribution. B) Density of Olig2+ cells 
at the pMN and at the mantle regions were quantified. pMN cell density was higher in the 
TWI but with no significance. However, more Olig2+ cells were contained in the mutant 
mantle region. C) Migration of Olig2+ cells was measured in cervical and lumbar 
segments. TWI OPCs migrated more in cervical regions of the cords. N=3 animals per 
genotype. *p<0.05. 
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Because OPCs are generated from stem cells in response to SHH, we first 

speculated that the increase in OPCs detected in the E12.5 TWI cord might be caused by 

abnormal activity of this pathway. To attempt addressing this possibility, we examined 

the pathway at different levels (Figure 24A). Using immunoblotting semiquantitative 

analyses, we found that there were not significant differences in the overall levels of the 

active form of SHH (nSHH) in the TWI cord at any time point in this study (Figure 24B). 

Furthermore, the relative abundance of the phosphorylated form of SMO, activated upon 

SHH binding to its receptor complex PTC-SMO, in the mutant cord was also similar to 

that found in WT tissue (Figure 24C). The levels of PTC, the other components of the 

receptor complex for SHH, were also similar in both mutant and WT embryos (not-

shown). By immunohistochemistry and confocal analysis, we only detected an enlarged 

SHH domain in the floor plate of the TWI mutant cord at E10.5, in comparison to that 

observed in the WT cord (Figure 25). This SHH domain widening was not noticeable at 

later embryonic stages (Figure 25). However, GLI1 was more abundant in the TWI cord 

than in WT cord at E12.5, suggesting that the transduction of the SHH signal was 

somehow exacerbated in the mutant cord (Figure 26A, 26B). In fact, when we quantified 

the abundance of other downstream targets of SHH activity such as PDGFRα and 

Nkx2.2, which mark newly nascent OPCs, both proteins were significantly increased in 

the TWI cord at E12.5 (Figure 26A, 26C, 26D), coinciding with the transient increase in 

distribution of Olig2+ OPCs observed in age matching mutant embryos (Figure 23).  

One possible interpretation of these results is that early progenitors have an 

enhanced response to this pathway, facilitating downstream effectors of the SHH. 

Because previous studies in the Bongarzone lab showed that psychosine accumulates in 
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lipid rafts, where it may exert changes in membrane architecture and function, we 

speculate that psychosine may be facilitating the transduction of SHH signals at the 

receptor level, without changes in stoichiometry of the system. To examine whether 

psychosine is capable of enhancing SHH signal, we isolated embryonic neural stem cells 

from the neural tube from E10.5 WT embryos and exposed to conditions were SHH was 

added exogenously in the presence of psychosine. Figure 26E shows that under these 

conditions, expression of Olig2, a direct downstream target of SHH, is slightly increased. 

This was accompanied by a more significant increase in the expression of PDGFR-α 

(Figure 26F). 
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Figure 24.  Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) ligand and receptor seem unaffected in TWI 
embryos. A) Illustration showing the major components of the SHH signaling pathway. 
B) Semi-quantitative immunoblotting was used for measuring for changes in the 
abundance of active SHH (nSHH) and phosphorylated SMO (pSMO). After 
normalization against levels in WT cords, we found no significant differences in 
expression levels of each of these components of the pathway. N=3 animals per 
genotype. 
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Figure 25. The floor plate SHH domain is enlarged in TWI cords at E10.5. Using 
immuno-fluorescence labeling and confocal microscopy, a visible wider SHH domain 
was detected in the floor plate of E10.5 TWI embryos. 
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Figure 26. Analysis of SHH effector Gli1 and downstream target genes PDGFR-α and 
Nkx2.2. A) Representative images of western blots for Gli1, PDGFR-α, Nkx2.2 and 
actin. B-D) Gli1, PDGFR-α and Nkx2.2 showed significant increases of their relative 
abundance in the E12.5 TWI spinal cord. N=3 animals per genotype. P<0.05. E-F) Neural 
stem cells were isolated from E10.5 WT cords and exposed SHH in the presence or 
absence of 100 nM psychosine. Cells were collected after 3 days and Olig2 and PDGFR-
α were semi-quantitated by western blot analysis. Cells stimulated with SHH and SHH 
with psychosine showed increases in the expression of these two downstream effectors of 
the SHH pathway. N=2.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

 The work presented in this dissertation provides for the first time an alternative 

understanding on the pathogenesis of demyelination in KD. We were able to quantify 

lower-than expected decreases of myelinating OLs during the postnatal life of the TWI 

mouse, which appear to lack correlation with the sharp increase in psychosine and the 

diffuse loss of myelin. In addition, we detected temporary changes in embryonic 

oligodendrogenesis. Considering the overall results of this work within the context of 

demyelination, we propose that the TWI mouse develops a type of glial-back 

demyelinating pathology, where myelin is first damaged and OLs die after. In addition, 

our results provide evidence for a potential role of psychosine in early oligodendrogensis, 

likely as a modulator of the SHH pathway during early embryogenesis. In the following 

sections, we will discuss the possible mechanisms contributing to demyelination and 

oligodendrogenesis and propose future experimental questions. 

 

Aim 1- To measure for psychosine effects on proliferation, maturation and death of 

postnatal TWI OLs.  

A significant portion of this work was based on the morphometric quantification 

of OLs during postnatal life in a mouse model of KD. To label myelinating OLs, we 

crossed the TWI line with the 18.2 MBP-LacZ transgenic. The 18.2 MBP-LacZ parental 

transgenic line was originally generated by Dr Wrabetz (Wrabetz et al. 1998). This line 

carries the expression of the LacZ reporter gene under the control of 750bp of the 
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proximal promoter for the human MBP gene. This transgene efficiently marks OLs in a 

developmentally regulated manner (Wrabetz et al. 1998). In fact, β-galactosidase 

expression parallels the transcription of the endogenous MBP gene during postnatal 

myelinogenesis.  Our in vitro studies further demonstrated that the transgene was only 

activated when oligodendroglia matured into in O4+ and O1+ OLs but not in early 

A2B5+ OPCs. This indicates that in vivo, myelinating OLs will be LacZ-marked. In fact, 

quantitative studies further confirmed a developmental regulation of the reporter gene in 

the spinal cord of WT mice, with a peak of LacZ+ OLs (and also of β-galactosidase 

expression) detected around postnatal day 15, and decreasing by P30, consistent with 

kinetics described for the mouse myelinogenesis (Shiota et al. 1989; Trapp et al. 1987; 

Verity and Campagnoni 1988). The value of this transgene line is more limited after forty 

days of age, particularly in the mouse spinal cord, as it starts to be shut down once 

myelination is completed (Wrabetz et al. 1998).  

The new MBP-LacZ/TWI served to detect for changes in the population of 

myelinating OL during postnatal life. As expected, LacZ+ OLs were significantly 

reduced in all regions of spinal cord during demyelination (P30). Interestingly, pre-

symptomatic TWI mice (P15) showed a significant reduction of LacZ+OLs along the 

spinal cord. More intriguing, a small reduction of LacZ+ OLs was detected in the lumbar 

region of the P7 mutant cord. Because myelin loss in the TWI spinal cord is absent 

during the first 3 weeks of postnatal life, these results suggest somehow dissociation 

between the reduction of LacZ+ OLs and demyelination, at least at P15.   

The reduction of LacZ+ OLs may be caused by one or more of the following: 1) 

reduction in OPC numbers; 2) blockage of maturation of OPCs into myelinating OLs; 3) 
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apoptotic cell death of LacZ+ OLs and 4) reduced expression of the reporter gene in 

mutant OLs.   

Immunolabeling with antibodies against Olig2, which marks all stages of the 

oligodendroglial lineage (Lu et al. 2000; Zhou et al. 2000), showed that overall there 

were no significant differences in numbers of Olig2+ cells in TWI and WT cords at each 

time point (table II). Semi-quantitative western blotting analysis on the protein levels of 

Olig2 in TWI also showed no difference from WT at P15 and P30 (data not shown). We 

only were able to detect a transient increase in the number of Olig2+ cells present in the 

cervical region of the P7 mutant cord, suggesting the presence of a bigger pool of OPCs 

in this region. All together, counting of Olig2+ cells favors the absence of a compromised 

postnatal oligodendrogenesis in this mutant. Furthermore, our experiment determining 

the abundance of ASPA+ OLs in the young spinal cord suggests that the differentiation 

properties of the mutant OPCs were also not compromised in vivo.  

BrdU double labeling analyses showed that the proliferation capacity of Olig2+ 

OPCs was also not compromised in the TWI cord, even in high levels of psychosine. 

Instead, proliferation of TWI OPCs was ~4 times higher than WT, suggesting that 

immature mutant OPCs were intrinsically resistant to psychosine and that they may 

respond to demyelination by increasing their proliferation. 

Downregulation of the reporter gene obviously plays a definite role for the 

identification of myelinating OLs in our model system. Wrabetz and collaborators 

demonstrated that the MBP-LacZ transgene transcription is sensitive to axonal signals. 

Using eye enucleation, they observed a 75% reduction of reporter gene expression of OLs 

in the affected optic nerve, suggesting a supportive role of healthy axons on OLs. This 
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effect is best exemplified by the complete absence of LacZ+ OLs in TWI cords at P40 but 

not in the WT age-matched cord, (data not shown). However, even a 50% reduction in 

LacZ expression in OLs will permit their positive identification. This was taken into 

consideration when performing the stereological counting, and thus, the reductions 

measured at P15 and P30 are not arising from reporter gene shutdown (unlikely in view 

of our β-galactosidase and Taqman PCR analyses). However, we did observe a reduction 

of the level of LacZ staining in individual OLs, especially in P30 cords (which did not 

compromise their counting), suggesting an abnormal axonal support. Various studies 

showed evidence of axonal and neuronal degeneration in parallel to demyelination 

(Galbiati et al. 2007a; Galbiati et al. 2009; Taniike and Suzuki 1994). However, recent 

studies in the Bongarzone lab identified other axonal defects in the TWI cords, including 

swelling and breaks in axons (Castelvetri et al. 2011), decreased axonal transport (Cantuti 

Castelvetri L 2012), dephosphorylation of neurofilaments (Cantuti-Castelvetri et al. 

2012) and activation of axonal caspases (Smith et al. 2011). Many of these pathological 

findings were observed as early as P7, in absence of demyelination. Interestingly, our 

quantitative analysis showed a significant increase of LacZ+ OLs in cervical regions of 

the P7 cord while a significant reduction was measured in lumbar regions. However, total 

Olig2+ and ASPA+ cell numbers were not significantly different, suggesting that LacZ 

transcription may be reduced in lumbar regions of the TWI cord. With psychosine 

homogeneously accumulated along the cord, we speculate that an impaired support from 

mutant axons rather than direct a killing effect from psychosine on LacZ+ OLs may be 

involved in the reduction of these cells in TWI lumbar WM. This is consistent with recent 
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findings of early axonal damage in the TWI cord (Cantuti-Castelvetri et al. 2012; 

Castelvetri et al. 2011).  

 However, an apoptotic depletion of LacZ+ OLs may be expected in the TWI cord 

at later stages. In general, the traditional view of this disease assumes that demyelination 

is caused by the massive death of OLs. However, definite quantitative proof of this 

killing was missing. Furthermore, at the moment of carrying out experiments for this 

dissertation, there was no information about the role of apoptosis in early postnatal days 

when there is no demyelination in the mutant.  Our assessment of apoptosis showed that 

indeed, significant numbers of Olig2+ OGs were apoptotic (TUNEL+) in young (P8, 

P15) mutant cord but unexpectedly, much less in the demyelinating (P30) cord. One 

possible interpretation is that OPCs respond to a more severe demyelination by 

contributing with new OPCs and counterbalancing the final numbers of available OPCs. 

These results seem to support the idea that demyelination at late stages of the disease may 

not be primarily the consequence from OL apoptosis, but triggered by another 

mechanism that does not require per se the activation of a cell death program.   

One aspect of interest was to find that the increase in cell death observed at P30 

(demyelination phase) was primarily contributed by dying IB4+ reactive microglial cells. 

Massive infiltration of immune cells into the nervous system and formation of globoid 

cells constitute one hallmark of KD (Higashi et al. 1992; Mohri et al. 2006; Oehmichen et 

al. 1980; Ohno et al. 1993a; Ohno et al. 1993b; Wu et al. 2000). In general, 

microglia/macrophages are thought to be activated by myelin degeneration and aggravate 

the symptoms of demyelination by attacking myelin sheath and secreting toxic cytokines 

to further impair OLs (Merson et al. 2010; Pellegatta et al. 2006; Suzuki 1995; Wu et al. 
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2001). However, a recent study showed that deficiency of macrophage in TWI would 

lead to a more severe clinical phenotype, indicating a protective effect of microglia in KD 

(Kondo et al. 2011).  

While the beneficial or harmful role of microglia/macrophage in demyelination 

may be still under debate, our findings of abundant microglia cell death at the 

demyelination stage of KD may reveal a new pathological component in KD. If microglia 

is indeed beneficial during demyelination, its loss may exacerbate the severity of the 

disease. In fact, during the final days of its life, the TWI mouse shows an extreme level of 

neurological damage, with a rapid deterioration and death around 45 days of age. Even 

though there are studies suggesting that morphological defects of demyelination in KD 

are similar to those seen in autoimmune or toxic demyelination (Suzuki 1995), the roles 

of the immune response from microglia/macrophage are by far much less understood.  

How can we reconcile the loss of myelin, the constant increase in psychosine with 

a lower-than-expected loss of myelinating OLs? The preferred culprit is obviously 

psychosine. Psychosine is known to be highly toxic to a wild range of cell types 

(Dickerman et al. 1981; Sugama et al. 1991; Sugama et al. 1990). In high concentrations, 

psychosine rapidly kills OLs (Cho et al. 1997; Jatana et al. 2002). Psychosine affects 

various metabolic pathways including mitochondrial activity (Strasberg 1986), NF-κB 

anti-apoptotic pathway and the AP-1 pro-apoptotic pathway (Haq et al. 2003) and 

caspases (Zaka and Wenger 2004). While these studies support a role for psychosine in 

the killing of OLs, most of these studies used levels of psychosine (20-50µM) larger than 

those that OLs may face even in vivo during demyelination. In fact, these concentrations 

of psychosine are far above the minimal to cause death found in our experiments. While 
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in vitro experiments of psychosine toxicity are a valuable source of information to 

understand some mechanistic aspects of the disease, their extrapolation to the in vivo 

situation require a maximum level of caution. The reason for this is that the accumulation 

of psychosine is a dynamic and continuous process, which depends on multiple variables 

including the rate of synthesis and catabolism, the transport of psychosine within cellular 

compartments, the cell type where it is synthesized, the differentiation state of that cell 

and likely cellular responses to the environment where the cell resides. Many aspects of 

this process are largely unknown. Just to mention a few: is the synthesis of psychosine 

“always” occurring at the same rate in “all” OPCs? Is the synthetic rate the same between 

OPCs and OLs? Is the synthetic rate of psychosine the same in embryonic and postnatal 

OPCs? Is the synthetic rate of spinal cord OLs the same as in brain OLs? Is psychosine 

synthesis different in OLs from white versus grey matter? Is psychosine differentially 

accumulated in different compartments of the OL? We could argue for similar questions 

on the catabolism of psychosine. To these, we must underline the fact that because OLs 

differentiate asynchronously, a heterogeneous population of cells at different stages of 

maturation (and thus, likely with different content of psychosine) co-exists at any given 

time point after birth. This complicates to an unsuspected level the interpretation of 

published data as well as the data generated in this dissertation work.  

The intricacies of psychosine metabolism cannot be of more importance and we 

cannot disregard this aspect, simplifying our interpretations by considering only the 

effects of the deficiency of GALC. In fact, this problem is so complex that is likely to 

remain still obscure and our conclusions, mere approximations. However, our work and 

that done previously in our lab may shed some insights, which may lead for future new 
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avenues of research. The following is one possible interpretation to understand the co-

existence of diffuse demyelination and disproportionally low levels of OL cell death. For 

this theory, we will assume that the synthetic rate of psychosine is the same for all 

oligodendroglial cells at any stage of their differentiation (in other words, the same 

synthetic rate in OPCs than in mature OLs). One prediction of this model is that de novo 

TWI OPCs may start to accumulate psychosine at low levels during their early stages of 

differentiation. Initially, TWI OPCs may respond to low levels of psychosine by 

increasing cell division and hence, producing more new TWI OPCs. These new OPCs 

will contain normal or very low levels of psychosine. However, as some of the OPCs 

start to differentiate and become intermediate non-myelinating OLs (iOL), psychosine 

may rise to higher levels. These intermediate OLs are known to have essentially two 

alternatives: either myelinate or die by apoptosis (Barres and Raff 1994). Those iOL 

which make contact with axons first (and start myelination) are spared from death, but 

those that miss the contact and do not myelinate, die consequently to their rising levels of 

psychosine. This may explain the increase in TUNEL+ Olig2+ cells detected during the 

first 2 weeks of life in the mutant cord. It seems relevant to underline that even Olig2 is 

an excellent marker for OPCs and OLs, it is simply impossible to distinguish 

subpopulations of more or less differentiated OPCs based only on their immunoreactivity 

to Olig2 antibodies.  

In contrast, those iOL spared become postmitotic mature OLs in charge of 

producing myelin sheaths. These TWI myelinating OLs (mOLs) have a natural intrinsic 

mode to keep producing psychosine without raising its concentration levels in the cell 

body: by anterograde transport in vesicles and insertion in nascent myelin membranes. 
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An average OL cell is thought to maintain a volume of 50,000 to 150,000 µm3 of myelin 

membrane. If we consider roughly that the volume of an average OL is ~500 µm3, then 

by transporting psychosine from the cell body to the myelin domain, OLs “dilute” 

psychosine (from their cell bodies) between 100 to 300 fold by transporting it to myelin. 

In other words, psychosine may get concentrated in myelin sheaths many fold. We know 

that psychosine is an sphingolipid that is preferentially targeted to lipid rafts in plasma 

membranes (White et al. 2009). We also know that psychosine is associated to transport 

vesicles in the brain (Santos and Bongarzone, unpublished results). As maturation of TWI 

OLs continues and myelin membrane keeps being formed, our prediction is that 

psychosine will be progressively transported to myelin and accumulated in lipid rafts 

within the nascent sheaths (by means of active anterograde vesicular transport). In fact, 

our measurements revealed that, for example, psychosine is enriched ~60 fold in the P30 

myelin, which is likely to be an underestimation, because we were unable to accurately 

measure the psychosine concentration in the cell body of mOLs in vivo. This differential 

enrichment of psychosine in the myelin compartment may be exacerbated by the 

inhibitory effects that psychosine exerts on the recycling of membrane domains through 

the caveolar-endocytic pathway (White et al. 2011). In other words, in the TWI mOL, 

psychosine follows a one-way dead-end road, where the final residence sites are likely 

the raft domains in myelin membranes. At this point in the life of the individual 

myelinating OL, still its cell body may have accumulated relatively low levels of 

psychosine, insufficient to trigger the death of the cell. Our prediction is that once a 

threshold of psychosine concentration is reached in the myelin domain, and by an 

unknown mechanism, the connection between myelin sheath and its oligodendroglial 
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maintenance cell process is lost, leading to the detachment from the parental OL cell 

body. This point is when likely activated microglia become an active player in 

demyelination, engulfing and eating myelin debris, which likely caused the death of TWI 

microglial cells. Psychosine may then affect myelin normal function/structure and disrupt 

axonal interactions (Kagitani-Shimono et al. 2008; Malone et al. 1975). The OL cellular 

process, now devoid of its myelin domain, retracts from the axon and eventually senesces 

or is completely recycled within the plasma membrane of the OL cell body. In this 

situation, and with the synthesis of psychosine always at a constant rate, psychosine does 

not have any other place to be stored than in the remnant of the mOL cell body, what 

leads to a progressive accumulation in the OL soma. Eventually, the local concentration 

of psychosine in OLs reaches levels that are too high to avoid activation of apoptosis and 

the OL dies. This model of psychosine-induced demyelination and OL cell death is 

depicted in the illustration in figure 27. Evidently, multiple aspects of this theory need to 

be examined and challenged, but we think it is a good start to understand mechanistically, 

the process of demyelination in KD. 
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Figure 27. Mechanistic model of demyelination in the TWI spinal cord. For 
explanation, please see text. OPC: oligodendrocyte progenitor cell; iOPC: intermediate 
OPC; iOL: intermediate oligodendrocyte; mOL, myelinating OL; [Psy], concentration of 
psychosine; Cav: caveolar. 
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Aim 2- To measure for changes in oligodendrogenesis during embryonic 

development of the TWI mouse. 

KD is caused by genetic mutations in GALC gene, which lead to the inactivity of 

GALC enzyme (Deane et al. 2011; Duffner et al. 2011; Tappino et al. 2010). Thus, 

affected individuals may develop enzyme deficiency-related alterations since very early 

in their lives. We have speculated that GALC deficiency-related abnormalities may be 

even present during the embryonic development of the mutant nervous system. 

Interestingly, even though the majority of KD human cases are infantile, all of the studies 

done so far have focused on postnatal changes, leaving out any study on the formation of 

OLs during embryogenesis in this disease. This seems overall expected because 

historically, psychosine has been considered just a byproduct during GalCer synthesis 

without any physiological function in vivo (Suzuki 1998), and thus, there was no need to 

investigate psychosine effects in physiological or near physiological conditions. 

However, recent studies in the Bongarzone Lab have shown that psychosine is present in 

multiple cell types in normal conditions, suggesting that there may be a physiological 

function for this sphingolipid after all.  

Our investigations using CG4 cells, a rat immortalized OPC cell line, provided 

some insight in this potential function. When CG4 cells were incubated with very low 

doses of psychosine, cell proliferation was facilitated. However, when cells were exposed 

to concentrations above 1µM of psychosine cell death raised rapidly.  Is this revealing a 

physiological role of psychosine? To address this question, we measured psychosine 

concentrations in the TWI embryo. The embryo was an obvious choice for our study 

because if accumulated, psychosine would be at near physiological levels and in the 
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absence of any compounding effect from demyelination (as this is a postnatal late effect 

in the disease). We found that psychosine was indeed present in the embryonic CNS. In 

the TWI, it reached a significant accumulation in E15.5 embryos, while unexpectedly it 

was significantly below normal levels in the CNS of E10.5 embryos. 

 Based on our lab’s previous findings on the effects of psychosine on lipid rafts, 

we hypothesized that changes in psychosine concentration will affect raft-mediated 

signals that control oligodendrogenesis such as that mediated by SHH. SHH is necessary 

and sufficient for the commitment of neural stem cells into the OL lineage in the ventral 

neural tube (Marti and Bovolenta 2002; Oh et al. 2005; Orentas et al. 1999; Sussman et 

al. 2002; Zhu et al. 1999). SHH is a morphogen that acts by promoting ventralization of 

the neural tube after binding to its receptors PTC and SMO. Upon binging to the receptor 

complex, SMO is phosphorylated and released intracellularly, where it leads to the 

activation of gene transcription of downstream target genes by the recruitment of GLI 

proteins. Downstream targets of SHH include Olig2, PDGFrα, Nkx2.2, MBP, and others. 

Of relevance, the PCT-SMO complex is associated to rafts in the plasma membrane. 

Because psychosine’s association with rafts, it was reasonable to consider that the SHH 

signaling pathway may be modified by psychosine. Our experiments showed that mutant 

embryos do not appear to display significant changes in the level of expression of active 

SHH, PTC and SMO proteins and overall, the total number of Olig2+ OPCs at each 

developmental day examined were similar between mutants and controls. However, 

stereological analysis of Olig2+ OPCs detected a transient but altered distribution of 

OPCs in ventral neural tube of E12.5 mutant embryos, with more cells migrating into the 

mantle area of the cord, and outside of the site of birth of OPCs.  
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At E10.5, the Olig2+ progenitor cells were somehow less in TWI respect WT, but 

understanding the reason for this might be more difficult because Olig2 is also expressed 

by motor neuron progenitors (MNP) between E9.5-E10.5, which obscures understanding 

the situation of OPCs. Though Olig2 gene expression is not sufficient for MNP 

commitment (Du et al. 2006), knockout of Olig2 greatly eliminates MNP generation and 

migration in embryos (Sun et al. 2006; Zannino et al. 2012; Zhou and Anderson 2002). 

At E10.5, whilst the total protein level of SHH is not changed in TWI respect WT, its 

spatial distribution appears more diffuse in the TWI floor plate. These results suggest that 

while there is no alteration in the stoichiometry of ligand-receptor (i.e. SHH, PTC and 

SMO), the regional distribution of SHH activity may be more extended than usual. 

Whether the higher number of LacZ+OPCs detected in the mantle region arise from in 

situ commitment of neural stem cells within the mantle by means of this enlarged SHH 

domain or by an increased migration from OPCs generated only within the pMN region 

remains to be understood. 

 Unfortunately our expectations for more noticeable changes in 

oligodendrogenesis in the mutant embryo were not met and only borderline changes were 

observed. In vitro, psychosine appears to facilitate SHH-mediated increase of Olig2+ and 

PDGFrα+ OPCs from spinal cord-derived neural stem cells, suggesting that indeed 

psychosine may modulate this pathway. However, a number of questions remain 

unanswered from our embryonic studies: Does psychosine facilitate the SHH pathway by 

altering the lipid raft architecture in the neural stem cell plasma membrane? Is it possible 

that psychosine can enhance the SHH activity via a hydrophobic affinity with cholesterol, 

which is also important for SHH signaling? Could psychosine act as a lipid chaperon for 
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SHH ligand or its transmembrane receptors PTC/SMO? Given the fact that psychosine 

can promote the proliferation of CG4 cell at nM concentrations, does psychosine act as 

small signaling molecule for oligodendrogenesis, in way similar to other sphingosine 

derivatives such as sphingosine-1-phosphate (Belvitch and Dudek 2012; Maceyka et al. 

2012; Walsh et al. 2011)?  

We were not able to answer those questions in this dissertation. However, this 

work should provide the bases for future research on some of the questions posed 

throughout the discussion of both embryonic and postnatal findings. On the long run, the 

contribution of this thesis to the field of KD might be inferred as providing insight in the 

correlation –or lack of it- between demyelination and OL cell death in this severe 

pediatric disease.   
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

 The studies in this dissertation have provided insights in the processes of 

demyelination, accumulation of psychosine and OL formation in the TWI mouse, a 

functional model of Krabbe disease. 

 

1) We found the first significant accumulation of psychosine during the late 

embryogenesis (E15.5) in the TWI mouse. Psychosine concentration progressively 

increases in the postnatal life of the mutant with a preferential accumulation in ventral 

regions of the spinal cord.   

 

2) Embryonic studies suggest a transient increase in the distribution of OPCs 

outside of the pMN domain at E12.5. It remains to be determined if this effect responds 

to changes in SHH activity and/or to higher migration capacity of OPCs.  

 

3) During later stages of the disease when psychosine is hundreds times higher in 

TWI than WT, the proliferative capacity of mutant OPCs is intact, suggesting an intrinsic 

resistance of proliferative OPCs to psychosine, at least to a certain level. Apoptotic 

analysis showed that despite demyelination, a lower than expected level of OL death 

occurs, indicating that demyelination may be triggered by a mechanism that does not 

require cell death.  
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4) Most apoptotic cells during demyelination are microglia/macrophages. Even 

though, the underlying mechanism for their death is still not clear, the tight association of 

immune cells death with demyelination suggests that the immunoreactions may play an 

important role in the pathogenesis of demyelination in KD.  

 

5) Our data also suggest a preferential enrichment of psychosine in myelin 

membranes. It remains to be determined how this plays a decisive role in the process of 

demyelination.  
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CHAPTER 8 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

 In Suzuki’s “psychosine hypothesis”, demyelination in mutant CNS was believed 

as a result of psychosine-induced OL cell death. This hypothesis was proposed based on 

the assumption that psychosine was mainly produced by OLs as a byproduct of GalCer (a 

major myelin lipid compound) synthesis. However, our studies have shown with a 

reasonable level of precision that psychosine accumulation is independent from 

myelinogenesis and OL cell death is not a required event for demyelination. Since little is 

known on the GALC histological expression profile, let alone its biological functions 

besides its known lipid metabolic role, future studies looking into those aspects may help 

to understand some aspects of KD pathogenesis. The studies of the Bongarzone Lab 

showing neuronal, immune, and myelin-forming cell defects predict that conditional cell 

type specific knockout lines of the GALC gene may help to understand different aspects 

of the pathology in this disease, as well as to clarify GALC function/s in each cell type. 

 

 While our studies have suggested a physiological role for psychosine in 

oligodendrogenesis that may involve changes in raft architecture, this needs to be proved 

–or disproved by biophysical and biochemical analyses. 

  

Almost nothing is known about the synthesis of psychosine. A systematic analysis 

on psychosine production is needed to understand the involvement of psychosine in this 
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disease and in health. Since neuronal pathology is also a very important aspect of this 

disease, and studies in Bongarzone lab have shown accumulation of psychosine in 

neurons, it may relevant to study changes in neurogenic signaling.  

 

 Because macrophage infiltration and globoid cell formation are two hallmarks of 

Krabbe disease, the pathogenic aspects of those immune cells involved in the disease 

cannot continue to be oversimplified as just a simple inflammatory reaction to 

demyelination. This dissertation has shown a preferential killing of microglia-

macrophages during demyelination. Are those reactive immune cells yet another cause 

for myelin loss in KD? Do those immune cells attack myelin in KD via mechanisms 

similar to autoimmune demyelination diseases such as multiple sclerosis? Why do these 

immune cells die in the disease? Further studies to answer those questions are absolutely 

needed to correctly interpret their role in this disease. 
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